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City reports overall rise

in on-campus housing
Nearly 800 BC
undergraduates still
living off campus
By

Bennet Johnson

MetroEditor
Boston’s colleges and universities have
seen a 6 percent decrease in students living

off campus last year as new dormitories
opened to provide essential housing, a city
report said. While Boston College has shown
little change in off-campus housing over the

Monster mash at Fenway

DAN IELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

available to students.

Behind Joe Cronin’s towering home run, BC won its 11th Beanpot Championship, 2-0, over UMass. See page 88.

A network for BC
By

Arielle Cedeno

Assoc. News Editor
With an increasing number of women
breaking into the tech industry, the demand
for female-focusedresources and support is
growing in America’s universities. Boston
College’s Women Innovators Network
(WIN) hopes to bridge the gap of female
leadership and unite women in technology,
entrepreneurship, and social innovation
under one comprehensive network within

women in

the BC community.
The very beginnings of the WIN can
be traced back to the Faculty Dining Hall,
where John Gallaugher—an associate professor in the information systems department and a founding faculty member of the
BC TechTrek programs —brought together
Erin Cullen, CSOM T5, Ayako Milcami,
A&S 'l6, Julie Bacon, A&S T5, and Annie
Weber, CSOM 'l5, to discuss the lack of
women present and active in the tech communities at BC.

past year, the University is in the process of
increasing the number of on-campus beds

tech

After noticing the need for more female participation and leadership in this
community, Cullen, Mikami, Bacon, and
Weber—all active participants and leaders
in BC’s tech scene—went on to co-found
WIN as a resource and space for women
in a male-centric field. Under the guidance
of Gallaugher, the four decided to join
together across majors and organizational
leadership experience in an effort to create

See WIN, A3

Mayor Martin J. Walsh, WCAS ’O9,
recently released “Student Housing Trends:
2014-2015,” the first comprehensivereport on
trends in student housing in Boston.
The data presented relies heavily on the
new University Accountability Ordinance,
passed by the Boston City Council in the
summer of 2014. This ordinance gives the
public full transparency on the housing
situation of all Boston’s college students—including BC.
According to the report, BC had 8,760
full-time undergraduates seeking housing
in 2013, with 7,330 beds provided by the
University —a shortage of 1,430 beds. 798
BC students were housed in private offcampus residences in Boston, mostly in the
Allston/Brighton area, which has the highest
concentration of off-campus students in the

entire city.

The report also indicated that BC has
more students living off campus than Boston

University, which has the largest enrollment
of students in the entire city. BU houses
11,100 of its 16,000 undergraduates on cam-

pus, according to the data. A 2013 report
showed 1,145 full-time BU undergraduates
living off campus in Boston, and thatnumber
has dropped to 673 this year.
The city attributes the overall increase in
on-campus living to new dorms that opened
last year at Northeastern University, Wentworth Institute of Technology, and Berklee
College of Music, which added a total of 1,395
undergraduate beds in 2014. Although BC
did not have any undergraduate beds built
last year, 490 beds are “currently or soon
to be under construction,” according to the
report.
Construction of the 2150 Commonwealth
Ave. residence hall on the previous site oi
More Hall and the purchase and conversion
of the 2000 Commonwealth Ave. apartment
building into a residence hall—both set to
open in summer 2016—are initial steps the
University is taking to increase the number oi
on-campus beds. These measures are a part
of BC’s Institutional Master Plan to house 96
percent of students in University-controlled
residence halls.
“The construction of new residence halls
takes lots of time and strategic planning, but
the City has been supportive ofBoston Col-

See Off-Campus, A8

Patients’ voices brought out in Medical Humanities Journal
Interdisciplinary minor
provides basis for
student publication
By

Gus Merrell

Asst, News

Editor

“What Nobody Tells You AboutYour
Mom’s Breast Cancer.” “Ceiling, Four
Walls and a Floor.” “Convalescent Serum
Theory.” Poetry, research essays, and
memoirs might not normally be found
next to each other in a medical journal,
but The Medical Humanities Journal

College, which launched its
inaugural issue one week ago, takes a
multidisciplinary approach to the topics of illness, health, disabilities, and
bioethics, among others.
The idea for the journal was initially
conceived by Amy Boesky, the director
of the Medical ffumanities minor—now
in its second year at BC—in the spring
of 2014. She shared her idea with Christopher Kabacinski and Emilee Herringshaw, both A&S T6, and students in
the Medical Humanities program, who
spent the summer drafting proposals
for the journal.

of Boston

Kabacinski and Herringshaw, now
the editor-in-chief and the managing
editor of the journal, respectively, submitted their proposal to the Institute
for the Fiberal Arts and received a grant
in the fall of 2014 that would fund the
publication of the journal.
The first issue features publications
from undergraduates in the Carroll
School of Management, the Connell
School of Nursing, and the College of
Arts and Sciences.
Students studying economics, chemistry, English, nursing, or biology bring
differing viewpoints to complex issues,

Kabacinski said. When you put them all
in a classroom together, it enriches and
complicates the dialogue.
“We’ve had the ability to draw on
multiple disciplines and form a comprehensive perspective on some really
significant, delicate issues that not only
affect members of the BC community
but also those beyond the Heights,”
Herringshaw said.
The purpose of the Medical Humanities minor, and by extension the journal,
is the increased medicalization ofeverything in the health care field, Kabacinski
said. While the quantitative data of

patients is important in their medica'
status, he said that when patients are
reduced to just their test results, we car
lose sight of their stories which are just
as important as the numbers.
What is needed is the return of the
patient voice, Kabacinski explained
It is what is at the heart of medica'
humanities.
“I think that medical humanities
enables individuals living with illness
to really capture and take ownership
of their disease,” Herringshaw said

See Medical Humanities, A3

Funding process murky
for student club leaders
Some clubs choose
to circumvent official
channels for funding
[This story was originally written

for
Professor Jon Marcus Advanced Journalism
class, with contributors Christina Leme, Eleanor MacEwan, Olivia Morley and Megan

Sonierf
It was a nice day for a barbecue.

Good thing, too. The Brazilian Club of
Boston College had been planning a Brazilian barbecue for months, and the budget had
already been approved by BC’s Student Organizational Funding Committee (SOFC).
But when the club hauled the ingredients
to the counter of a Brazilian grocery store
in Allston on that Sunday in September,
committee members found themselves in a
situation that appears all too familiar.
The purchasing card, or P-card, provided
by the University to pay for the food was not

accepted.
I“ t just didn’t work,” said Alex Yeghiaian,
a member of the club’s executive board and
CSOM T5. Even though the amount had

been approved weeks before, “the funds
didn’t get transferred in time.”
Yeghiaian paid the $314 bill with his
personal credit card. Four months later, he
was reimbursed.
Severalleaders ofBC clubs say they struggle with a funding system that is confusing,
slow, and, according to Assistant Director of
Student Organizations Karl Bell, dependent
on relationships and access.
“BC runs on relationships,” Bell, who
oversees the funding committee, said.
“Where anyone has more knowledge and
access, this is like the game of life. BC is very
elite—we’re not State U. someplace.”
“Where you have access to Karl Bell, your
representative, the SOFC, the more you will
have,” he added, referring to himself in the
third person.
So contentious is the process by which
the $324 per student activities fees are allocated that leaders of many clubs said they
bypass it altogether.
One showed documents confirming that
it keeps a secret bank account for money it
has raised, so the University doesn’t control

See Club Funding, A8
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Nothing raining on this parade
BC students withstood rainy conditions and cool temperatures along Commonwealth Ave. to support their fellow students
and other participants running in the 119th Boston Marathon on Monday. See page A4.
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Rod Dreher, journalist and author of How Dante
Can Save Your Life: The Life-Changing
Wisdom of History's Greatest Poem,
is coming to the Boisi Center’s
Si
Book Forum. Dreher will speak on likßS
|
Thursday April 23, at 5:30 p.m. in
Fulton Hall 511.

News
Briefs

White House key advisor
named as law school commenceSimas, BC
ment speaker—David
Law ’95, will address the graduates
of the Boston College Law School
on May 22. Simas is a graduate of
Stonehill College in Easton, Mass.
After graduating from BC Law,
Simas went into private practice.
He sat on the Easton City Council
and was then elected County Registrar. From there, he went on to
work with GovernorDeval Patrick
and became a central part of the
Barack Obama’s 2012 Presidential
campaign.
“His leadership as one of the

President’s closest advisors and
his work on the Affordable Care
Act is something our students will
be veryinterested in hearing more
about, and I’m looking forward to
welcoming him back to campus,”
Vincent Rougeau, dean ofBC Law,
said to the BC Law Magazine.

Administration denies negative encounter between BCPD
and CJBC —One member of environmentalist group Climate
Justice at Boston College (CJBC)
was warned that a police report
would be filed for her actions the
morning after an overnight vigil
outside the home of University
President Rev. William P. Leahy,
S.J. according to member Nate
Nesbitt, GA&S T9.
University Spokesperson Jack
Dunn said he spoke with BCPD,
and confirmed there was no negative exchange between members
of the organization and BCPD.
Dunn said the only thing the officer
asked was the name of the student
so that he could confirm who was
delivering the letter in the report
of the conversation.
Following a speech by environmentalist Bill McKibben,
members of Climate Justice chose
to hold a vigil—their
second of the
semester —outside
Leahy’s house
on Thursday night. Several of the
demonstrators slept overnight on
the sidewalk outside the office
and presented Leahy with a letter
outlining their requests for the
University in the morning. The letter outlined a course of action for
BC to take to divest from fossil fuel
companies. Around 30 students attended the vigil, and approximately
eight students stayed the night.
Around 7:45 a.m., the members of Climate Justice woke up,
cleaned up their site, and changed
location so that they could see
both entrances of the house. A
BCPD officer came up to them and
asked what they were doing and
what their intentions were, said
Zack Muzdakis, one of the overnight protesters and A&S ’l7. He
said the officer told the students
that as long as they did not cause
a disruption, there would be no
,

problem.
“We told him we’re here because we’re Climate Justice, we’re

BC students, we want BC to divest

from fossil fuels, and we’re here to
deliver a letter to Fr. Leahy’s office,”

Muzdakis said.
When the demonstrators saw
a member of the BC administration walking into the house, one
member ofClimate Justice handed
him a letter. Dunn confirmed that
a member of the group delivered
a letter to an employee of the
president’s office.
After the student delivered
the letter, a member of BCPD
pointed at her, Nesbitt said, and
warned her that he would file a
police report.
“CJBC will never cease to push
for what is just, but with your
support and cooperation, we can
achieve something great,” read the
letter to Leahy. “The silence about
climate change and divestment
must come to an end.”

Professor of chemistry John Bercawof the California
Institute of Technology is presenting on “Light
Olefin Trimerization with Chromium and
Titanium Catalysts" on Thursday, April fA
23 in Merkert 127 at 4 p.m. Bercaw
will give another lecture on Friday
the same time.
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At 2 p.m. on Friday, April 25, the Clough Center will sponsor Surveillance in a Security-Concerned
Society. The talk, held in McGuinn Hall
121, features Torin Monahan of UniverI
sity of North Carolina, David Rosen of
Trinity College, and Shaun Spencer
of the U Mass School of Law.
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BC Gamers compete for $25K prize
By Carolyn

Freeman

The average age of a player in the
tournament is 21.
The BC team comes from the
smallest school still represented
and is the only one remaining from
the East Coast. Sunday afternoon,
they will face off against Arizona
State University. The other two
teams remaining are from the
University of California-Berkeley
and the University of Illinois.
Right now, the team has about
a 20 percent chance of winning the
whole tournament, Choi said. If
the team beats ASU, their chances
will jump to 50 percent.
The majority of the team members had never played the game
prior to entering the tournament.
They had, however, played similar games in the massive online
battle arena (MOBA) genre, like
League of Legends and Heroes of
Newerth. The game is currently
in beta version, and requires an
invitation to play. The tournament is working to promote it in
an industry already saturated with
similar games, Yi said.
“Everyone’s heard of the game
because it’s widely regarded in the
gaming industry so everyone was
excited to try it,” Yi said.
Vasilopoulos, Fabiano, Choi,

News Editor
The team of five Boston College undergraduates practices a
few hours each day, while some
of its competitors practice up to
eight. This Sunday, the BC contenders will be flown to Los Angeles to compete in an international
competition—not
for a physical
sport, but in video games.
The five students—captain
Aristidis Vasilopoulos, A&S T5,
Andrew Fabiano, A&S T6, Chris
Choi, A&S ’l6, Paul Oh, CSOM
’l6, and Jeffrey Yi, CSOM ’l6have reached the final four round
of a tournament for the game
Heroes of the Storm. The tournament, called “Heroes of the Dorm,”
is marketed to college students.
Essentially, it is a publicity event
hosted by Blizzard Entertainment,
the parent company, to market
the not-yet-released video game,
Yi explained.
If the team wins, all five members will receive $25,000 ofscholarship money for each year they
have left in school. 889 teams
registered for the tournament,
coming from 462 different schools
with five members in each group.

Oh, and Yi are the self-proclaimed
underdogs in the tournament.
When they broke into the final
four, other teams complained
that, in the style of March Madness, their brackets were ruined.
Despite the lack ofprevious experience in the game, the team felt
confident they were accomplished
in similar games. Going up against
more serious competitors boosted
their preparations, Vasiopoulos
said.
“It helps us focus more to prepare for the other teams because
we know that they’re supposed to
be good,” he said.
Throughout the day, the team
keeps a chat open to intermittently discuss strategy, but they
tend to practice for a few hours
a day late at night, after finishing
homework and other responsibilities.
Most of the strategy of the
game is guessing what the other
player will and
is key, Yi said.
“Like soccer or football, you
have to design plays, and certain
plays work better against certain
things,” Oh said. “For us, when
we see they picked a certain team
composition, thenwe’re like, okay,

this team composition will work
better against them.”
Each of the team members
acknowledges that they have
brighter futures than simply
becoming professional gamers,
although Oh pointed out that
users on Twitch, a social media
site for video games, can make
six figures in a year.
If the team wins the entire
tournament, Oh expects he will
also win the $lO,OOO fantasy
bracket. He plans to use that prize
money to invest in a gaming-related start-up.
“I was going to relate it to
the game industry because that’s
what I have the most experience
in,” he said.
Yi plans to go into finance,
Choi into logistics, and Fabiano
into neuropsychology research.
Next year, Vasilopoulos will head
to the University of Wisconsin to
complete a Ph.D. in chemistry.
For now, however, they all anticipate the trip to Fos Angeles to be
the highlight of the tournament.
“Being able to play in a competitive environment where you
can communicate well and build
on each other—l
think thats really
fun,” Vasilopoulos said. ¦

A meeting of words, ideas in Yawkey Center
By

James Lucey

Heights

Staff

“We deserve a night of spring
weather,” Professor and English
department chair Suzanne Matson said on Tuesday night before
a crowd of Boston-area studentpoets, mentors, friends, and
families assembled in Boston
College’s Yawkey Center. “And
we deserve a night of poetry,”
she added.
With this began the 2015
Greater Boston Intercollegiate
Undergraduate Poetry Festival,
an event hosted by BC and
sponsored by Poetry Days and
Boston College Magazine. This
year’s festivalbrought to campus
students and faculty mentors
from 20 different Boston-area
colleges and universities for a
chance to read, hear, and share
original undergraduate poetry.
“We have a list of almost
30 colleges and universities in
the area and we invite them all
to participate,” said Dan Soyer,
senior associate director of
marketing for BC and one of
the minds behind the planning
and execution of the event
since 2007. Between 20 and 25
schools have sent student poets
in the past.
Though hosted annually by
BC since 2006, the festival’s origins extend well into the past of
the Greater Boston undergraduate poetry scene, previously rotating annually between schools
before eventually dropping off,
Soyer said. Soyer credits Matson with this most recent 2006
revival of the event, which gave

10:56p.m. A report was filed
regarding a suspicious person in
-

Welch Hall.

Sunday, April 19
1:35 a.m. A report was filed regarda suspicious circumstance at
2150 Commonwealth Ave.
-
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Students from 20 schools in the Greater Boston area came to the Yawkey Center for a night of poetry.
it a permanent home at BC.

as well as a recipient of numer-

Citing the constant necessity
to “reinvent the wheel” each year
by changing venues as a contributing factor to the event’s temporary disappearance, Matson
feels that giving it a permanent
home at BC provided it with the
momentum and continuity necessary to thrive once again.
“Before we picked it up again,
it had been in hiatus,” Matson
said. “When I got in touch with
other area faculty they were really glad for us to bring it back
and it went well.”
Tuesday evening’s event also
included a highly regarded local poet Jill McDunough as a
keynote speaker. McDonough
is the author of Habeas Corpus,
Oh, James!, and Where You Live,

ous grants and awards, includ-

POLICE BLOTTER
Saturday, April 18

A Guide to Your

04/17/15 04/20/15
-

Campanella Way.

ing three Pushcart Prizes and
the 2014 Lannan Fellowship for
Writers.
“Don’t ask time-wasting questions like, ‘Who writes poetry?’
or, ‘ls poetry dead?”’ said McDonough, an assistant professor
of English at the University of
Massachusetts Boston, in her
preface to the event.
“You guys have already figured out how to have a rich life,”
she said “You guys have already
won. Everyone gets loss, but we
get loss in Elizabeth Bishop’s
The Art of Losing. Everyone hits
middle age, but we hit it with
Dante. Everyone worries about
money, but we get Mary Jones’
‘Soliloquy on an Empty Purse.’”

-

Friday.

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays
during the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2014. All rights reserved.
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VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
What about this Monday are you least proud about?

Monday, April 20
1:44a.m. A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided to
a BC student who was transported
to a medical facility from the Upper
Dorms Roadways.

Following the keynote was the
reading portion of the evening,
which showcased the work of
20 poets in attendance. It also
served as an opportunity for
creative networking across the
Boston literary scene.
For the mentors in attendance, seeing familiar faces as
well as new ones at the end of
another school year was exciting,
said Matson, who described the
event as an opportunity for her
and others to “remember why
we do this.”
“Everything else in America
gets a dollar value,” McDonough
said. “But poetry, like friendship,
like light, is just value added.
It doesn’t pay much, because it
doesn’t cost you much. It gives,
and it gives, and it gives.” ¦

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC
community. To submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 Monday through

“I woke up at 6:30 a.m.

to

start drinking.”

Jake Ciafone, As3S ’lB

“I ran facefirst into
a lamp post.”

All Mills, A&S

-

’lB

ing

“I dropped my
Mexicanfood in the

3:05a.m. A report was filed regarding a missing person from Edmond’s
-

Hall.

Source: The
Boston College
Police Department
—

8:11p.m. A report was filed regarding a a suspicious person at
-

middle of Lower.”
Ellie Tanji,
As3S ’l5

“I ate way too many
chocolate chip pancakes.”
Riley Soward,

CSOM ’lB
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LGBTQ panel comes out on identity in the workplace

By Sophie

Heights

Reardon

Staff

Claire Geruson, BC ’l3, interviewed

for a position as a teacher at a Catholic
elementary school in New Jersey a few
years ago. When she told the interviewer

that she was gay, the interviewer told her
to never say that again. She secured the

job, she said, but was never able to fully
come out at that school.

Tuesday evening, a panel of five gay
professionals, including Geruson, talked
about their experiences and obstacles with
being gay in their respective professions
at an event hosted by the GLBTQ Leadership Council.
Geruson now works at a Boston Public
School where her coworkers are much
more accepting. She said thatshe does not
tell her students that she is gaybecause she
believes they are too young—they are only
in elementary school. She admits that it is
difficult, though, when they ask her if she
has a boyfriend or a family.
But Geruson is now much happier
because she works in an environment
where most people are accepting of her
sexual identity. And those who are not as
understanding are never spiteful or mean,
she said.
Andy Huang, who earned a graduate
degree in finance from Northeastern,
works at Deloitte LLP. He helps recruit
for Deloitte, works with the internship
programs, and serves as co-chair of the

LGBTQ business group. He came out to
his family his sophomore year of college.
“I think that being out has helped me
with my career transition to my new role,”
Huang said.
Michael J. Duttlinger, a graduate of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
where he studied accounting, now works
as a manager in the insurance practice
at Ernest & Young (EY). He came out to
his family when he was a junior in high
school.
Duttlinger said that when he was in
college, and then working at EY, there was
no reason for him to be in the closet anymore. He helps lead some of the LGBTQ
groups for those in the business world.
“And now I’ll pretty much walk into
a conference room and wave a rainbow
flag,” he said.
Geruson said she came out between
her sophomore and junior year at BC.
When she first began working in the Boston Public Schools, she was only out to a
few of her coworkers. After working at a
Catholic school for a year, she returned to
Boston Public Schools and is again able
to be fully out to her coworkers. Geruson
now works at the College Success Academy as a fifth and sixth grade teacher.
Geruson said that she tries to explain
to her students why it is wrong to call
someone gay rather than just punishing
them. She said, however, that not all of her
co-workers are comfortable having those
conversations with their students.

ARTHURBAIUN
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Five professionals spoke at a panel Tuesday evening to talk about the challenges they have faced being gay in the workforce.
Michael Clinton, who works for Boston
Globe Media, graduated from the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. He was
able to blend his passions for recruitment,

and advertising when he received a job at
Hill Holliday. Clinton remained there for
six years where he oversaw the internship
programs, led the campus recruitment
and was involved in many different departments.
“There wasn’t very long that I was in
the closet,” Clinton said.
He explained that Hill Holliday was
very welcoming and accepting of his
sexuality, with many agencies and groups
set up for the prominent LGBT community. Clinton said that he came out to his
family his sophomore year of college and

slowly began to tell his friends about his
sexuality.
Ron Peracchio, BC ’B9, now works
at the Harvard Business School. He attended the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst as an undergraduate where
he studied engineering. He first came out
during his senior year of college.
When he graduated, he worked at
Sporty’s Aircraft in Connecticut, but he
found that the environment was not as
welcoming. Even though he was not out,
the racial and homophobic slurs that he
heard on a daily basis bothered him. He
realized that he could not stay there—he
needed to make a change.
After many years of moving around
after graduating from BC, Peracchio found

himself at the Harvard Business School.
He got involved in everything from sus-

tainability groups to student services.

Peracchio said he first got involved in
the LGBTQ community on campus when
he realized how few of the students identified as LGBTQ. He wanted to change that.
He created an admissions outreach day
for LGBTQ students looking at Harvard
Business School. He also began to work
closely with the LGBTQ groups on campus. Peracchio was a career advisor at that
point, and so he added to his profile that
students could talk to him about being
LGBTQ in the business world.
“I decided this is my time to sort of
raise my hand and try and have an impact
beyond myself,” he said. ¦

WIN takes aim at
corporate glass ceilings
WIN, from A1

years. Mikami is set to be the co-president
of the Information Systems Academy.

umbrella network that encompasses
technology, entrepreneurship, and social
innovation. Arev Doursounian, A&S ’l7,
was also brought on as a co-founder of the
organization. Cullen said that Gallaugher has
been instrumental in giving the group the
initiative, tools,and connections to make the
founding of this organization possible. She
also noted that Gallaugher recognized his
position as a male in this space—and subsequently, the lack of women in this space—and
brought the four of them together to identify
solutions for this problem, which for them,
came through the creation of this network.
WIN is set to be a space where women in
the BC community can have career support,
mentorship, and networking opportunities.
The co-founders stressed that the network
is not only aimed toward upperclassmen,
but they hope for it to be a resource to underclassmen, by encouraging freshman
and sophomore women to consider information systems, computer science, and
other related industries early on in their
BC career. Mikami noted that the events
hosted by WIN are not intended to be
women-only but are open to all, and that
the organization hopes to be a resource to
men as well.
“We see it as a powerful tool for
continuing to support each other and to
allow more women to discover this field
who maybe haven’t shown an interest yet,
because they don’t know that these opportunities are out there,” Cullen said.
The co-founders come from diverse
organizational and major backgrounds, and
they hope to bring together the resources
and connections they have accumulated
throughout their leadership experiences to
form a deeply woven support network. Cullen has served on the Women in Business
executive board for three years, and is also
chair of the Council for Women of BC student advisory board, the all-female alumni
network. Weber serves as President of the
Carroll School of Management (CSOM)
Honors program, and is a co-chair of the
BC Venture Competition (BCVC), which
she has been involved with for the past four

Doursounian is the student ambassador
for Google, and Bacon oversees Women
in Computer Science (WICS). With such
diverse organizational backgrounds, the
network has the potential to unite women
across various groups on campus under one
umbrella community, Weber said.
“I think all of us represent these different groups, and we see these people
who show up and these people who are
passionate, but when we’re looking back on
our time here—most
of us are juniors and
seniors—it was not something that women
were extremely or predominantly featured
in,” Cullen said. “Even if they were there, we
think that there’s just more opportunities
for women to be at the forefront, in leadership positions.”
WIN is not yet a registered student
organization, and the co-founders are currently undergoing the registration process,
with hopes of establishing the organization
by next year. Though they are still establishing and finalizing registration and funding,
the group currently functions under the
support and sponsorship of the information
systems department, and the guidance of
Gallaugher. With three of the five current
co-founders graduating this year, the organization will be run under the leadership of
Mikami and Doursounian next fall.
WIN hosted their first kickoff event
this past Tuesday, featuring a talk by Emily Raleigh, the founder of the Smart Girls
Group. Raleigh, a student entrepreneur
and junior at Fordham University, initially
founded the digital platform as a monthly
digital magazine, but it has since grown
into a multi-platform brand that seeks to
empower young women by providing a variety of products, support, and resources to
a community of womenacross 40 countries.
The event was funded through BCVC.
“1 think just working with these four
women has shown how much potential
women at BC have, and I think that just
gives us—even as graduating seniors—so
much promise for what this University is
continuing to bring, and the kind of women
it’s attracting.” Cullen said. ¦
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At

this semester’s Last Lecture series, Economics professor Can Erbil shared words of wisdom and personal stories about his life.

Erbil: ‘There is no last lecture’
By

Laura

McLaughlin

Heights Staff
When Economics professor Can
Erbil was a graduate student at Boston
College, the former Chair of the economics department Jim Anders gave
him a car. This was his first car, and
Erbil was thrilled to have it, despite its
age and mileage.
Later that year, Anders invited him
to a Thanksgiving dinner for international students at his home. A few days
before Thanksgiving, Erbil’s car was
stolen, and he was forced to rent a UHaul van. While driving to the dinner
in the van, he saw his stolen car driving
ahead of him, and then used his Turkish
driving skills to chase the car and corner
it in a dead end. Erbil retold this story,
one of his favorites, at this semester’s
Last Lecture series on Wednesday.
The series is not literally meant to
be the professor’s last lecture, but is
instead based on Carnegie Mellon’ professor RandyPausch’s actual last lecture
on achieving childhood goals after he
learned of his terminal illness.

The idea of giving a lecture as if it
caught on to give

were your last has

academics a chance to share wisdom
outside of their specialized fields.
Erbil became an adjunct associate
professor of economics at BC in 2012
after he received his Ph.D. from the University. He specializes in international
trade and development economics, and
is the director of Economic Modeling
School and a research fellow at EcoMod
Global Economic Modeling Network
where he researches and teaches in
Singapore, Ecuador, Venezuela, and
Turkey, the last on the list being his
country of origin.
In his talk, he focused on being
happy by having fun, being organized,
and having a good attitude. He emphasized the importance of self-awareness,
saying that getting a bad grade in a class
you do not like is a good thing because
it teaches you about yourself and what
you do and do not like.
Erbil, for example, went to engineering school before deciding to study economics instead. Students should allow
their goals to change as they change,

to ensure they are not working toward

something that will
happy, he said.

not make them

Erbil went out to tell a story about
a different car: while writing his dis-

sertation, his friend asked if he wanted
to go out with her and her friend from
France, to which he said yes. He invited
her American roommate and took them
to a bar, quickly ending up with two
very intoxicated French women, who
provoked dangerous looking men into
attacking their car on their way home,
he said. To get awayfrom these men, he
ran red lights and was then pulled over
by a cop. The next time he went out
with the roommate, it was alone. Their
relationship eventually culminated in
marriage.
Erbil emphasized that he is always
learning from colleges, new technologies, and students. He likes trying new
things, whether it is anew way to integrate technology into teaching or Game
of Thrones.
No one should stop learning when
they graduate, he said—they should
always feed their curiosity. ¦

Numerous disciplines represented in new medical humanities journal
Medical Humanities, from A1
“And I think that’s a very unique facet
of medical humanities that allows for

the comprehensive consideration of the
whole person in addition to the patient
and can even allow patients managing
different illnesses to find some type of
solidarity or common ground, which in
itself is empowering.”
Considering this was the first issue,
the executive and editorial boards of the
journal decided that the primary audi-

ence should be the students and com-

ate, and professional institutions with

munity of BC. But as the publication
picks up traction, Herringshaw said that
the goal was to gain a reputation within
the medical humanities community.
The journal is the first of its kind,
she said, as these sort of publications are
usually tackled by graduate and medical
schools on a more professional level.
As the first undergraduate program
to publish a medical humanities journal,
Herringshaw says the goal is to bridge
the gap between undergraduate, gradu-

medical humanities affiliates.
While Kabacinski and Herringshaw
are reaching out to establishments like
Harvard Medical School and Massachusetts General Hospital, they are
concurrently pushing students at BC
to submit their work for consideration
in the journal.
The medical humanities minor is
anew discipline at the school, Herringshaw said, and she wants students
in the program to be able to present and

showcase their work.
“I think there’s a ton of potential
in the medical humanities community
here,” she said. “And one feature in the
minor is a senior year publication so
we’re really trying to channel that energy into our journal and get some really
stellar pieces.”
The 96-page journal will only be
published once in 2015 since it took an
extensive effort to get the project started, Kabacinski said, and they wanted to
cull the best possible content for their

initial issue.
In the future, however, both Kabacinski and Herringshaw are working
toward a biannual publication.
“Getting off the ground has really allowed us to, I think, establish a
precedent that we can follow moving
forward and hopefully introduce the
next class of leadership in the medical
humanities journal because we want
this to be a sustainable endeavour that
lasts far beyond our career at Boston
College,” Herringshaw said. ¦
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do love thee BC participants reflect on running marathon
By Thomas

Kayla

Famolare

I’m from Boston, and I love this day.
I’ve written the cliche Marathon column
before. The great poet Elizabeth Barrett
Browning once put the all-encompassing idea of love into a 14-line sonnet,
perfectly formed and perfectly versed in
iambic pentameter. There is no simpler,
better expression of what love means.
Here, without doing her original
poem justice, I give you “How do I love
thee, Marathon Monday, let me count
the ways,” from a Boston college-aged
youth’s point of view:
How do I love thee, MarathonMonday, let me count the ways
I love thee to the depth and breadth
and height those 26.2 miles that separate
boy from man, weak from strong, cub
from lion. From Boylston to Wellesley, tc
Newton Centre, to Beacon.
I love thee for thy pride, for thine
owns ability to bring a city together, for
the sense of community you create and
for your tradition, for despite heartbreak—you have risen and run again,
year after year, step after step.
I love thee for your fierceness, to be
kicked to the ground and rise back up,
for your steadfast commitment and your
true heart.
I love thee for thy 6 a.m. wake up call,
whether it be in early morning burpees
in Hopkinton or tangy, bubbly mimosas
in Brighton.
I love thee freely, as men strive for
right, as they sprint up Heartbreak Hill
with true grit or hit that crushed up
can in dizzy bat without falling to the
ground.
I love thee for thy dollar drafts.
I love thee for Martin Richard,
Krystle Campbell, Lu Lingzi, and all
those who run to keep their memories
alive. For all those survivors that have
the courage to look evil straight in the
eye and run again.
I love thee for thy Red Sox games
which happen each and every Marathon
Monday, upholding the longstanding
traditions. From flooding Fenway to continuing on the spirit of sportsmanship
and returning to the finish line to cheer
on finishing runners.
I love thee for thy wheelchair race,
because ability and bravery have no
limit.
I love thee for thy cheers, of “Sweet
Caroline” choruses, to “Boston Strong”
chants. I love thee for thy tracking text
messages so I know how far my friends
are from my embrace.
I love thee with the passion put to
use, for the minute one crosses the finish
line that makes the grueling 6 months
and exhausting 26.2 miles seem worth it.
I love thee for thy Police Department,
who—while we are celebrating in the
triumphs of others and participating in
revelry—are hard at work protecting the
streets we run and play on.
I love thee for thy cool race jackets,
so that everyone can congratulate those
who have taken on and conquered you.
So that everyone knows who is strong
enough, willed enough, brave enough to
take you on.
I love thee for thy back porch funnels, Kan Jam, the Mods, for celebrating
a day off. For the ability to go out in leggings and sweatshirts.
I love thee with a love I seemed to
lose, that despite passing out at 1 p.m.
or not making it past mile 20, there will
always be the friend to wake us up, to
cheer us on, to continue the final 6 miles
I love thee for water stations and
friendly neighbors along the road.
I love thee for Mile 21, the golden
mile, the flock of tanks and bucket hats,
with each Natty Lite seeming to give us
the courage to cheer louder and more
fiercely than we ever have before.
I love thee with the breath, smiles,
tears, of all my life, of the endeavor of
the present, with each hill and cramp
and cheer experienced.
And if God choose, I shall love thee
better after death, when I power nap,
eat a burrito, and anticipate the next
Marathon Monday.

Kayla Famolare is an editor for The
Heights. She can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com

Banfield
For The Heights

going to stop training,” Rusch said.
As race day approached, anticipa-

Hundreds of Boston College students lined a rain-soaked Commonwealth Ave. Monday to support participants in the 26.2-mile journey from
Hopkinton to Boston in the 119th Boston Marathon. Several Eagles, however,
took to the other side of the fence.
Ryan Reede, A&S ’l6, who ran to
support the Boston Celtics Shamrock
Foundation, said his training as a triathlete in high school prepared him for
the “high stress, extremely competitive
endurance racing environments.”
Yet, even his years of experience
could not remove some of the race’s
greatest challenges, most notably
Heartbreak Hill—an obstacle for which
Reede believes he could not have adequately been prepared. After making
it up the hill—heart
intact —Reede was
welcomed by the “familiar stretch of
Comm. Ave.” and his fellow Eagles.
The adrenaline rush propelled him,
for a time, to a sub 7-minute mile pace.
Shortly thereafter came an impactful
moment for the seasoned veteran.
“As the course curved down Chestnut Hill Ave. towards Cleveland Circle,
I saw all my closest friends and family
donning ‘Run with Reedies’—that’s
my
nickname—tanks and that had to have
been the coolest thing I’ve ever experienced,” Reede said.
From there, raw emotion and a few
Bandit friends helped him push past the
pain and on to the finish.
Kendall Rusch and Marisa Marshalka, both A&S ’l7, were newer to
the sport of distance running when
their journey began. The pair had run
a half-marathon together in the fall and
shortly thereafter set their sights on the
more ambitious goal of 26.2 miles. They
began training in January, a process
which Rusch succinctly described as
“grueling.”
“It was never a thought that we
weren’t going to run it, that we were

tion mounted. Marshalka came up with
the idea of creating a mantra that the
two could repeat in the nerve-wracking
moments before the race began. Rusch
responded by putting the experience
in perspective.
“This is just a great problem for us
to have,” she said. “We’re so lucky that
this is our challenge, that this is what
we get to conquer, thinking of those
who could not afford the privilege of
worrying over a marathon.”
It would take more than perspective
to get the friends through the day.
Marshalka recalls riding to the
starting line the morning of the race
and seeing rain begin to fall down the
windshield of the bus.
“It was such a defeating moment,”
she said.
Even still, the duo refused to be
stopped. The rain proved a challenge,
but one that it soon overcame. “The
second we turned onto Comm. Ave.,
I came alive,” she said. The support of
friends, along with two gigantic cardboard likenesses brandished by roommates near St. Ignatius, were enough
to carry them through.
Brendon Anderson, A&S ’l5 cited
two reasons for running Monday. The
first was the Michael Carter Lisnow Respite Center, an organization thatserves
men and women with special needs, a
cause which is close to his heart. The
second is the city of Boston.
“I really feel that the city gives me
life and it’s where I have developedmy
own identity,” he said. “I don’t completely
understand why, but running is a way of
saying, ‘Thank You,’ for me.”
Along the way, Anderson felt the
support of others, most of whom he had
never met and never would. For this he
was deeply grateful, but it was at Mile
21 that he was truly overcome.
“There is such a mix of excitement,
pain, love, and joy that it’s almost a sensory overload,” Anderson said. He said

STEPHAN SAVOIA / AP PHOTO

A number of BC students endured the 26.2-mile journey of the Boston Marathon on Monday.
he was deeply moved by the welcome
he received.
Stories of remarkable, individual
courage fueled by displays of overwhelming collective love seem to make
up the fabric of Marathon Monday in

Boston. While the elite runners may
have captured the world’s attention with
their finishes on Boylston St., the attention and the love of the BC community
was firmly fixed on the flock of Eagles
trailing behind them. ¦

Thirsty Thursday: Beer Summit taps local breweries
By Magdalen

Sullivan

Heights Editor
A 4-ounce tasting mug is not the
only thing participants of Boston’s
Beer Summit walked away with this
past weekend.
Whether it was finding anew favorite brew or meeting the brewer
himself, “there is really something for
every type of beer drinker to discover,”
co-producer Mike Munnelly said in a
press release.
During this two-day convention,
entrants had the opportunity to meet
brewers, brewery reps, and brewery
owners as they walked the aisles of vendor displays and sampled the variations
of beer that each supplier had to offer.
“There’s multiple different layers of people to meet in the brewery
business who are there,” co-producer
of the Boston Beer Summit Connor
Brennan said.
The Summit was organized around
three and a half hour tasting sessions,
spanning from Friday night to Saturday
night, during which brewers shared a
minimum of three different brews.
For the last 10 years, the Summit
has been held at the Park Plaza Castle.
“It’s a fantastic venue,” Brennan said.
“The hall has 14,500 sq. ft. of ground
floor space, in the center of Boston,
supported by within five minutes of
two or three different T stops, multiple
bus routes, and it’s down between the
Theater District and Chinatown.”
Obtaining the numbers to reach
that sort of venue, however, was a
slow and steady process. The event
was originally held in a hotel function
room. “It grew from the attendance of
probably 300 people to 500 at the hotel—and then from 500 to two sessions
of 500, to three sessions of 500, to one
day at the Castle,” Brennan said.
The Park Plaza Castle accommodates 1,300 people a day. This time,
16 events later, the Beer Summit held
a Friday night session and two Saturday sessions that engaged over 3,000

every year,” Brennan said. “So really,
our main goal is to work with some of
our partners to really reach out to the
people who are coming into the town
to experience the great beers that we

have to offer.”
The Summit puts an emphasis on
local breweries, with 30 of the 58 participating breweries coming from New
England, according to a Boston’s Beer
Summit press release.
“Having lived and worked around
the country, I think that Boston has
always been ahead of the trend and has
done a lot to foster the American craft
beer movement,” Munnelly told The
Boston Herald.
The event includes several international perspectives, Brennan noted.
“It’s not only local beers
we had
a Stiegl from Austria, Hofbrau from
Germany. We had a small craft brewer
from Ireland who was over for the
first time.”
...

Breweries also travel from states
across the country, such as Illinois,

Colorado, and California.
While the event continues to expand, Brennan notes the importance
of keeping a relationship with each
participating vendor.
“It’s always about the beer, and
reconnecting with people that we’ve
gotten to know over the last 10 years
who come back to the shows,” he said.
Although many of the vendors return year after year, the Summit evolves
with the industry.
“The beer business is constantly
changing,” Brennan said. “There are
things that have to change. We have
to keep getting new brewers to come
and keep getting the word out about
our show.”
Each brewery is required to bring
three different brews for participants
to taste. Some, Brennan said, bring as
many as six or seven.

While each Summit may include
many of the same vendors as the last
one, Brennan notes that each conven-

tion differs because of “the changing of
beer, the changing of breweries, [and]
breweries that bring different beers
each time.”
Boston’s Beer Summit, while contributing a forum for beer consumers
and makers to come together, also
partners with a charity each year.
Over the past six years, Brennan
and four of his colleagues have rode
in the Pan Mass Challenge, an annual
bike-a-thon that raises money for lifesaving cancer research, under the Beer
Summit Team name. Cumulatively, the
team members have raised $129,000.
Looking to the future, Brennan and
his colleagues will wait just one week
before calling the vendors, thanking
them for coming to the show, and giving them a save-the-date for the next
summit. ¦

participants.
One of

the goals of the Summit is

to bring in the younger demographic

of the city. B
“ oston is a college town,
so we get thousands of new college

students come through the town

PHOTO COURTESYOF BOSTON BEER SUMMIT

Participants at Boston’s Beer Summit had the opportunity to interact with 58 participating breweries at the two-day convention.
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Red Sox introduce upgrades to Fenway Park for 2015 season
37,673.

By Sarah Moore
Asst. Metro Editor

A sea of red and blue attempts
to coordinate a cohesive wave while
mustard-covered hands clap for the
designated hitter. Music blares, beer
spills, and men in bright yellow snake
through rows of seats offering cups of
“chowdah.”
The bat cracks, and the crowd
scans the horizon for the chance to
catch, or be hit by, a flying souvenir.
Sons sit on shoulders, with too-big
hats that slump over their excited
faces. Once the first pitch is thrown,
the Boston fans can’t help but “root,
root, root for the home team.”
It’s the nation’s oldest ballpark.
Since 1912, a baseball game at Fenway
Park has been an experience—an environment rich with history and team
pride. The city’s favorite stadium has
become iconic of both Boston and
baseball.
Fenway Park just celebrated its
103rd birthday on Monday, and it
has seen many changes over its long
history, especially within the last few
months.
Before the Red Sox opened this
season with last week’s Monday night
game against the Washington Nationals, Fenway announced some of the

upgrades that the stadium had undergone during the offseason.
One of the most significant changes
was the creation of seating area in

many sections

throughout the park.

According to the Park’s representatives, this enhancement of 174 seats
will bring Fenway’s capacity to 37,221
at day games. The options include 28
additional seats in the bleachers, 112
more seats in the State Street Pavillion
level, and the opening of anew EMC
level suite that can house 34 people.
At night games, the park’s capacity
increased from 37,499 last season to

With six colleges and universities in

Many of the changes were accomplished with the help of Mayor
Martin J. Walsh, WCAS ’O9, who took
his first tour of the stadium as Mayor
to approve the new enhancements.
While on the tour, Walsh headlined
the ribbon-cutting ceremony that took
place at the new Gate I< entrance for
kids. Within the new Kids Concourse,
there is an activity area as well as an
oversized Wally the Green Monster
bobble head.
This introduction of new elements
at Fenway directed toward younger
fans is part of an effort to expand the
fan base as well as invite families to
take part in what has recently become
a seemingly infeasible tradition.
Although Fenway has long been
able to facilitate father-son memories,
in more recent years ticket prices
have increased and fans have drifted
away from spending their weekends
at the bustling Yawkey Way. Fenway
hopes to change this, and has since
implemented their “Calling All Kids”
initiative, which includes the distribution offree tickets to as many as 25,000
children, a 10 percent discount at the
Team Store for the entire season, as
well as free membership to the Red Sox
Kid Nation program.
“We all know, deep down, that we
work in baseball for one reason, and
it’s certainly not the money,” said Chief
Operating Officer of the Red Sox, Sam

Kennedy.
“It’s the fact that we love baseball,
and we then really feel an obligation
to make sure that younger kids and
families have the opportunity to come
and experience baseball and Fenway
as well.”
In addition to targeting younger
fans, Fenway also recently implemented provisions that focus on one
of the parks potentially greatest fan
base-college students.

walking distance of Fenway Park and
over 100 in the Greater Boston area,

college students alone could fill up the
new seating capacity of Fenway Park.
Despite this potential, Fenway has seen
lower than average turnout of college
students in recent seasons and hopes
to change this.
Most recently, Fenway and the Red
Sox have initiated their “Student 9’s”
program, which allows high school and
college students to purchase tickets to
any home game during the 2015 season for $9. Student priced tickets are
available 48 hours prior to each game
and can be purchased online, with the
stipulation that a student ID is present
upon entrance to the park. The tickets
are only guaranteed to be standing
room only, but will be automatically
upgraded if seats are available.
“It is a very simple program to understand because we wanted to come
up with a price point that, in most
cases, is something that everyone can
afford,” said Kennedy, “We haven’t
done our jobs if people come to college in Boston and New England and
haven’t had the opportunity to come
to a game at Fenway Park.”
Fenway is also hosting two special
themed college nights in April and May
in hopes of attracting city students.
Tickets to these games, Freshman
Night and Greek Night, will be for reduced-price seats as opposed to SRO.
The stadium has been reaching out
to local campuses in their attempt to
bring students to Fenway.
The stadium has offered group
ticket deals to many of the area’s
schools including Boston College,
Boston University, Suffolk University,
and Emmanuel College.
In a more eccentric effort, Fenway
has even brought a Panda mascot to
many campuses in celebration of the
team’s recent acquisition of star third

Lost runner, found tears: reflections on
Sarah Moore
Although I have only had the op-

portunity to live through the insanity
of two Marathon Mondays at Boston

College, those two hazy April days
have taught me a few things.
First, breakfast is really the most
important meal of the day—unless
you want to end up in the backseat of
an ambulance before the elite runners
even make it to Heartbreak Hill.
Second, I learned that the accepted
idea of wearing tank tops during even
the latter half of a Boston April will
always be ambitious.
And third, I learned that no matter
how hard I try to stifle back the tears,
at some point during the day I will,
most definitely, cry.

Call me sentimental, but I’m not

typically the crying type. Of course
Marathon Monday offers some outside influence to almost the entire
campus’ normal state of mind, but
these aren’t just mimosa-induced
tears. I didn’t expect it last year as

I stood along Commonwealth Ave.,
eyes welling up at the sight of so many
runners who didn’t have the opportunity to finish the 2013 race bound past
Mile 21. This year was no different.
After an early morning, I stood
at the corner of South St. and the
Marathon Route. Proudly donning a
camouflage bucket hat and my rain
coat (you couldn’t keep it together for
just one day, Boston April?), a few of
my roommates and I had just left our
friends’ apartment to cheer on the
runners.

The elite men’s and women’s heat
had already passed our corner location, and by that time were just minutes from the finish line. The race had
begun to pick up with a sea of men’s
qualified runners stampeding down
Heartbreak Hill. I was fumbling with
my phone, at that point slippery from
the cold drizzle, scanning through
the picture series my roommate and
I had just been a part of, giggling
over which we would later upload to
Instagram.

A car almost screeched to a halt
in front of us. Though the T was run-

ning on certain intervals, the non-

Marathon side ofComm. Ave. was
almost empty except for the four door
compact car that caught our attention.
Two women scrambled out, and the

CHARLES KRUPA

baseman, Pablo “The Kung Fu Panda”

Sandoval.
“We feel like in Boston

we have a

great opportunity and competitive advantage because of how many colleges

and universities are in the New England

car pulled away.

I can’t ever imagine myself partici-

One held a blown-up image of a
man’s face on a stick, which is not

pating in a Marathon, let alone can I
really appreciate the amount of effort

uncommon to see along the Marathon
Route. Her disposition, however, was.
She looked sad and cold, and turned
to my group of friends almost hopelessly asking if we had seen the face
she was carrying run by.
It was her husband, John. He was
wearing red shorts, green shoes, and
a yellow shirt and she was afraid she
had missed him. While she frantically
discussed her options, such as just
making her way towards the finish
line, my three friends and I scanned
the throng ofrunners. Only black
shorts, yellow shoes, red shirts.
After 20 minutes of searching,
we wished her luck and parted ways.
We headed back to campus, more
concerned with finding a place to
make our way back across the street
than finding the lonely wife’s missing
runner. In the manner of typical BC
students, we stopped for a few more
pictures and debated the merits of
waiting in line for El Pelon. Midconversation, one of my roommates
stopped silent.
Red shorts, green shoes, yellow
shirt.
Cue the tears.
The funny thing is, I hate running.

that goes into training for and running
one. I don’t see how anyone can enjoy
pushing themselves to the point of
complete physical exhaustion, and
I think it is ridiculous that anyone
would spend months working up to it
among feet of Boston snow. But one
other thing that my two Marathon
Monday’s have taught me is that the
Boston Marathon isn’t just about running.

When I saw the smiling face of
our now-found runner turn —very

evidently confused as to how we
knew his name but excited nonetheless—l
didn’t cry because he was just
five miles away from the finish line.
I never even considered how many
hours he had put in to this one day.
I didn’t think about how hard those
21 miles must have been, as he was
dripping from rain. I cried because at
that moment, John, his wife, and my
roommates had established our own
kind of community.
Cliche as it may be, the Boston
Marathon is more about the community than the running.
It is why so many still stood on
the side of the route in the freezing
rain, why my Organizational Behavior

5 Reasons to Have Your Next Party at Osaka
Friday

&

Saturday!

1. Hibachi The Hibachi dinner at Osaka is truly an interactive
dining experience. Your group sits around a large table with
the Hibachi grill at the center. The chef comes and makes your
meal-it's quite a show. Laugh as your friends try to catch flying
zucchini pieces in their mouths (and occasionally, their shirts)
and the chef shows you all the skills and tricks he’s got. It's fun,
it’s engaging, and it’s definitely moreof an experience than your

average sit down

restaurant.

2. Good Eats Not only does the food at Osaka come in huge
portions (great for sharing and saving money), but it also tastes
great. The Hibachi is very fresh-you watch the chef cook the
vegetables and meat right before your eyes. The sushi is also
noteworthy, as their sushi chefs make it in-house at Osaka’s own

sushi bar. You really can’t go wrongwith anything on the menu; it
comes in large portions and tastes fresh and authentic.
3. Drinks Downstairs, Osaka has a full bar. There is a lounge
area for you and your group to drink before or after dinner. The
drinks themselves are fun and great for sharing. The Scorpion
Bowl is a great choice to split with a friend - it comes with two or
more straws and guarantees good times!
4. Karaoke On weekends, Osaka offers free karaoke nights
downstairs by the bar. After you’re done eating, take your party
downstairs for some karaoke. Hangout in the lounge and at the
bar while yourfriends embarrass themselvessingingold classics
and modern favorites and/or dancing in front of strangers.
5. Accessibility Osaka is conveniently located in Coolidge
Corner, just a short ride down the C line from BC. If Über is a
priority for you, you and your friends can split an Über X and only
pay about $2-3 a person each way—not much more than the T
would cost. After you eat, head back to Cleveland Circle to Mary
Ann's or Cityside to continue a great night out.

-SPONSORED CONTENT-
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area,” said Senior Vice President of
Marketing and Brand Development,
Adam Grossman. “What we hope is
that people come in for their four years
and then come out with their Red Sox
hat for life.” ¦

second Marathon Monday

CONTENT SPONSORED BY OSAKA

Osaka Japanese Sushi & Steak House in Coolidge Corner,
Brookline is a great spot for your next party. Show your BC ID
and get 20 percent off Sunday-Thursday and 15 percent off

/

Fenway Park’s newest elements include additional seatingand anew Gate K entrance for kids.

professor can make jokes about other
kinds of Marathons that day, why so
many contributed to one runner’s
quest for cans, why a city stood stronger after a day of horror, and why you
feel that tear-jerking, all-encompassing, stomach-lurching warmth when
a runner smiles as you cheer from the
sidelines.
Marathons, in theory, are terrible —the event began as an ode to a
legend who couldn’t physically survive
running the distance. Meb Keflezighi,
last year’s Boston Marathon Champion, threw up five times before he
crossed the finish line on Monday.
Though it was well under his usual
time, this year’s Marathon finish may
be his most memorable as he crossed
onto Boylston St. hand in hand with
fellow American elite runner, Hilary
Dionne. From runners, to spectators,
to wives, to roommates the Boston
Marathon is a shared experience.
All the way from Hopkinton to the
Boston Public Library, it is a city-wide
unifier—a feat that I think warrants a
few meaningful tears.

Sarah Moore is the Asst. Metro
Editor for The Heights. She can
be reached at metro@bcheights.
com.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Interdisciplinary rigors
materialize in literature

I“ like to imagine that the world is one big machine. You know, machines never
have any extra parts. They have the exact number and type of parts they need.
So I figure if the entire world is a big machine, I have to be herefor some reason.
And that means you have to be herefor some reason, too’.’

The inaugural issue of the student-run Medical Humanities
Journal of Boston College was released one week ago. It follows the
multidisciplinary approach of the
Medical Humanities Minor, bringing together issues of illness, health,
disabilities, and bioethics in the
form of a 96-page journal made up
of poems, memoirs, artwork, literary criticism, and short fiction. On
a much broader scale, the journal
is a manifestation of the intensive,
dynamicthinking required of interdisciplinary minors here at BC. It
offers an outlet for the expression
of these endeavors that can directly
reach BC students and faculty.
Medical Humanities represents a
crossover between English, philosophy, biology, sociology, economics,
and nursing studies. According
to editor-in-chief Emilee Herringshaw, A&S ’l6, this collection
ofconcentrations offers “a comprehensive perspective on some really
significant, delicate, issues that not
only affect membersof the BC community but also those beyond the
Heights.”
Herringshaw, along with Christopher Kabacinski, A&S T6, spent
the summer drafting a proposal for
the newly minted journal, which
was submitted to the Institute for
the Liberal Arts in the fall of 2014,
shortly thereafter being approved
and given a grant that would fund
the first publication. While some

-Brian Selznick (1966-), American writer and illustrator

believe that it is only after the degree is actually attained that some
significant forward action can be
taken in a selected field, Kabacinski
and Herringshaw both show that
students’ understanding of their discipline can be applied to something
tangible almost immediately. It
wouldbe interesting to see students
in other popular interdisciplinary
minors—such as American Studies
or Faith, Peace, and Justice —work
similarly to create platforms that

On a much broader
scale, the journal is a
manifestation of the
intensive, dynamic
thinking required
of interdisciplinary
minors here at Boston
College.
directly reflect the work of their
respective minors.
There will not be another Medical Humanities Journal published
this year, with its editors citing the
long process of developing the first
issue as having tied up their mental
resources, but the long-term goal
is twice-annual publication. The
continued relevance of the journal
will be important in developing the
Medical Humanities concentration
and demystifyingthe study of health
care at BC with great writing.

Network pushes women to
more executive positions

According to the EY Center for in multiple fields. Sheryl Sandberg
Board Matters, there are more men regularly urges women to “lean-in.”
named John that run companies There is a massive amount of talk
than there are women, of any name, and theory behind why leadership is
who run companies. For each fe- so male-heavy.Ultimately, however,
male CEO of S&P 1500 firms, there per human nature, people tend toare four men named John, Robert, ward people similar to themselves.
William, or James.
For men, that means they are more
FoJlowing this trend of leaderlikely to hire men then female exship, many business organizations ecutives.
at Boston College skew male, with
Grassroots efforts are necessary
the majority of the students who to push talented women to the top
of their fields, whether that be in
participated in last week’s Boston College Venture Competition business or elsewhere. WIN is a
(BCVC) being men. The Women positive push toward placing womInnovators Network (WIN), howen in top level executive positions,
ever, hopes to tackle inequality in and in the long run, changing the
business leadership, both at BC and
in the corporate world.
Following
The network, which is not yet
trend leadership,
a registered student organization,
hosted a kickoff event Tuesday
many business
at which Emily Raleigh, founder
organizations at
of the Smart Girls Group, spoke.
Boston College
This network is a step forward
skew
with
for all of BC —it provides a space
for like-minded female students,
majority
and male students who support
the students who
gender equality in the workplace,
participated in last
to collaborate and support each
other. Though the idea does have
Boston College
potentialpitfalls—if female leaders
Competition
with strong background in business Venture
(BCVC) being men.
flock to female-focused business
organizations, it can potentially
further segregate BC’s professional country’s workplaces to be more accessible for women. By encouraging
organizations along genderlines —it
ultimatelyseems like it willprovide female innovationand professional
a net benefit to women interested in development at a University level,
the network will create a sustainable
entering innovative fields.
Resent happenings in the tech system for more representatively
world confirm a need for female placing women in careers.
leaders. Silicon Valley is maleHopefully, there will be eventudominated, and there are also ally just as many Margaret’s and
few female leaders in professional Sarah’s as there are John’s in leadjournalism. The Own It Summit, ership positions and less skewed
recently hosted at BC, brought in a positions at BC. It starts now, with
wide range of accomplished women programs like the WIN.

of
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FRANCISCO RUELA

A Letter from Chris Marchese to Barb Jones
One of the benefits of freedom of expression is that it
forces us to clarify our own opinions and beliefs. Another
benefit is that it helps us identify weaknesses in our arguments. Ironically, by responding to concerns over the lack
offreedom of expression at Boston College, administrators
exposed weaknesses in their own arguments. This letter,

then, is meant both to highlight those weaknesses and
provide a practical example of why freedom of expression
is valuable for a university.
First, let us look at Vice President ofStudent Affairs Barb
Jones’ letter to the editor regarding freedom of expression
at BC (April 16). In it, she writes, “Whether it is in examining racial inequality or climate change, Boston College
supports the exploration of issues through intellectual
discourse and open dialogue. We emphasize the capacity
of our students to sort through competing ideas and formulate opinions on their own without a prescribed opinion
or action from the University.” In addition, she states, “As
a University, BC vigorously sponsors learning and public
discussion on climate change and related issues,” and, “We
believe, as a university, that we have an obligation to our
students to engage with them on all matters of societal,
cultural or intellectual interest” (emphasis added). These
statements sound reassuring, but they are impractical at
best and false at worst.
To voice an opinion publicly (i.e., in line with “open
dialogue”/“public discussion”), one needs to apply for a
demonstration permit. BC only allows student organizations to apply for such permits. BC will not recognize a
student organization whose beliefs run contrary to its
Jesuit, Catholic identity. Yet, Jones asserts, BC emphasizes
the capacity of students to sort through “competing ideas”
to formulate their own opinions. This presents BC with a
catch-22: either the University has to recognize all potential
student organizations and risk funding ones whose competing ideas are in conflict with Catholic doctrines or it has to
sponsor (which means fund) events to expose students to
these ideas itself. This is neither likely to happen nor the
most appropriate method for engaging with students.
Furthermore, BC believes it has an “obligation” to
“engage” students on “all matters of societal, cultural or
intellectual interest,” but since engagement either means
“vigorously” sponsoring events or granting permits to
student organizations to demonstrate on campus, the
current policy raises more questions than it answers. Will
the University personally take up every issue students care
about but student organizations don’t address themselves?
How would this work logistically? After all, “all matters
of societal, cultural or intellectual interest” at a school
of over 9,000 undergraduates includes a lot of potential
discussions.
Next, let us consider a statement by University spokes-
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Jack Dunn to The Gavel concerning the most recent
divestment rally: “The protest today was peaceful and nondisruptive” and “Their [activists’] presence did nothing to
detract from a wonderful spring afternoon that featured
2,500 admitted students and hundreds of undergraduates
who lined Commonwealth Avenue to cheer on their classmates who wererunning the Marathon route in support of
the Campus School.” The purpose of BC’s demonstration
policy, which applies to all public speeches, rallies, protests,
and other forms of demonstration, is to ensure the safety
of students and prevent disruptions of the University’s operations. This basis, however, is undermined by BC’s own
observations. If over 100 passionate and politically-charged
activists from the New England region were able to protest
peacefully on campus without a permit and neither disrupt
nor detract from the University’s operations on a day when
there were thousands of additional students and parents
present, then surely there is no reason the demonstration
policy must be broad enough to cover almost all forms of
public discourse and restrictive enough to apply only to
student organizations.
Lastly, let us consider the current state of freedom of
expression here on campus. Last semester, during the St.
Mary’s die-in, Dr. Jones stated, “The University understands
the students’ desire to express themselves and engage with
the University about issues of concern,” which is why “We
have many avenues for student expression including the
opportunity to have permitted rallies and demonstrations.”
Lor Climate Justice, the opportunity to have permitted rallies and demonstrations to express its opinion and engage
with the University on divestment did not present itself
because the group is not a student organization. Thus,
Climate Justice had to turn instead to the other “many
avenues for student expression,” which, as Jones states in
her letter to the editor, include: postponing the event until
the group is approved as a student organization, partnering
with a student organization that already exists, or hosting
the rally in a public location contiguous to campus. Do any
of these other “avenues” seem sufficient for a University
that believes it has an obligation to engage with students
on all issues?
Creating the ideal freedom of expression policy is
difficult, but creating a better one isn’t. To respect the
University’s Jesuit, Catholic values while also engaging with
students on all societal, cultural, and intellectual matters,
as well as promoting public discourse, BC must eliminate
its demonstration policy and allow every individual student
to voice his or her opinion publicly and without censorship
man

or prior approval.
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A&S ’l5
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Understanding a different kind

Zachary Russell

FINISHING WHAT YOU START - Patri-

ots’ Day, better known to Boston
College students as Marathon
Monday, was an exceptionally
good time, even with all of the rain
and cold that continued into the
afternoon. The day is so revered
that students don’t seem to mind
waking up at 6 a.m., and many
spent a good portion of their days
down by the race, cheering on
those that went past. It’s one thing
to be in awe of those runners that
ran by first—those
that pump out
successive sub-five minute miles
like hotcakes for the final leg of
the race—while
you’re standing
there drunkwith your friends, but
it’s another to appreciate the work
of Maickel Melamed, who was the
last person to finish the Boston
Marathon this year. It took him
nearly 20 hours. Melamed has a
rare muscular condition, which
made every step a challenge—he
constantly fell and had to be caught
by the supporters that surrounded
him. Maickel serves as inspiration for not just people affected
by similar muscular conditions,
but all people. He is able to say
he finished the Boston Marathon,
and after Mayor Martin J. Walsh,
WCAS ’O9, recognized him at a
post-marathon press conference,
he has the medal to show for it.
No matter what ailment someone
has, it’s all about finishing what
you start, whether it’s a marathon,
or this semester.
TRAILERS GALORE
It’s a nerd’s
week, without a doubt. Star Wars
Episode VII, Batman v Superman,
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Everysingle act we do is selfish. The
machine through which we perceive and act
in the world is, by definition, the self. Any
action, thought, or emotion, however magnanimously motivated, still comes from some
desire of the self. Acting completely selflessly,
then, is impossible, because in every action
we make, we always consider ourselves, at
least extremely latently.
This may sound like a “by-definition” copout, or simply incorrect. Proceeding forward
with those disclaimers, I will attempt to argue
the contrary: that not only is everyone selfish,
but also that selfishness is not necessarily a
bad thing.
Imagine your loved one tied to the train
tracks, because apparently you both fell into
a magical phone booth that was actually a
wormhole to the 20th century, when everything was silent and sepia, and also when you
all had made serious enemies with the maniac
railroad magnates of the day. Actually, for
simplicity, just imagine a bus. No time travel.
The bus careens toward your spouse, and
(s)he stands stock-still, staring into the eyes of
the driver. For some reason, she is not moving
at all. Even ifyou dive in front of the bus to
save him/her to push him/her to safety, you
are still thinking of yourself, if only subconsciously. So, you give your life for another
(maybe we should abandon the entirety of
the initial example and make this “other”
a complete stranger). Why? To save them.
Why? Because you will do anything possible
to prevent a human life being extinguished.
Why? Because the alternative is horrifyingly
disturbing. You see the imminent collision
and—in a clearly reductive but not inaccurate summary—think “I don’t want to be
disturbed. Elere, take me!”
Inresponse to this scenario, one might
retort that no one has the instant foresight
to realize his or her future distress so quickly

that he or she can respond to it, and that
when faced with this type of instinctual response, conscious reasoning is a moot point.
And I would tend to agree. This action, however, can be defined as self-centered in that it
emanates from the self, of which instinct is a
part. If it didn’t live there, then where would
it reside? In another? I really hope not. Yes,
my instinctual responses have been inherited through a long lineage of humanity that
extendsback to the time when fire was new
and coral reefs were still a thing, but it is also
“I” who inherited them.
“Why am I writing about this seemingly
(probably) pointless subject?” I ask myself
at this moment. Probably because I want
to justify my own self-centrism, but also
because this type of egomania is inescapable.
When speaking of Sept. 11, for example, after
an inevitably somber preface, we often ask
each other, “Where were you?” rather than
“Who were they?” Nearly 3,000 people were
killed on Sept. 11, yet at any allusion to that
horrible day, we transform a national tragedy
into a challenge of our geographical recall.
Personally, I was in first grade gym class, and,
frankly, no one should give a hoot.
Yet it should come as no surprise that
people give in to the tempting tendency
to alchemize a day of tragedy into one of
national strength and cohesion. Similar to the
simultaneously local and nationwide bonding
and empowerment proffered by the Boston
Marathon bombing, former President W.
Bush in his address to the U.S. called for, and
believed in, our strength and togetherness as
a people.

Clearly, healing through tragedy and
uplifting each other through solidarity is not a
bad thing, by any means. Quite the opposite,
in fact. I only bring up Sept. 11 to solidify
the point that we do tend, even in the most
extreme situations, to make things about us,
whether verbally or subconsciously.
To offer another example, when discussing Michael Jackson’s death, theveritable
pop-cultural equivalent to Sept. 11,1 am met
with the same question, “Where were you?”
And again, I know the answer, about which,
remember, you shouldn’t give a hoot.
Isn’t it strange how firmly these

selfish

moments impress themselves upon our

memory? Whether through the death of one
famous man or through the loss of thousands,
our thoughts and emotions always return
back to us, yet not in a pejorative sense. We
wrap ourselves around events wholly external
to us in order to preserve and constantly
reinvigorate the existences of others through
our remembrance. Homage can, however,
quickly turn into misdirected appropriation.
Discussing your location on Sept. 11 is no real
cardinal sin, but you should try to avoid getting into pissing matches about whose relative
was the most “almost-a-victim,” which I have
unfortunately encountered. This type of
discussion turns the aforementioned virtuous
type of selfishness directed toward the other
into its conventional, loathsome form.
Without any trace of selfishness, we
would be frighteningly apathetic toward our
surroundings and our fellow people. We animatedly cheer for marathon runners because
the encouragement and support we give them
is extremelyrewarding for ourselves. We
exercise for a temporary endorphinfix as well
as for a long-term sense of wellness. If sex and
physical activity did not produce dopamine
and serotonin, we would all be doing lines of
coke off of donuts and grow so plump that
we would possess neither the ability nor the
interest in reproducing.
If it weren’t for our inborn distaste for
death and fear of loss, the world would be a
much scarier place. People would casually
stroll by as buses smashed into their spouses.
No one would remember or care about Sept.
11, or the Boston Marathon, or the man who
latter of which feels
sang “Thriller,”—the
strange but not unwarranted to include,
because the only ones concerned would be
voiceless. Everything we do is for ourselves,
and by means of this self-motivation we may
concern ourselves with what is good for us
and/or others. So, the next time you throw
yourself in front of a bus, just remember
you’re doing it for yourself, and that’s perfectly okay.

Zachary Russell is an op-ed columnist
for The Heights. He can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Fantastic Four, and Ant-Man all
released new trailers over the past
week, and while the former two
don’t come out for sometime (the
second in the list not for another
year), it’s still never a bad thing to
get oversaturated with this kind
of content. In our day and age,
movie studios spend unthinkable
amounts of money on creating
and marketing these tentpole films
(upward of $l5O million, most of
the time), so they do deserve your
recognition, even if you don’t like
the subject matter. And there’s
nothing that can get the blood
pumping like a well-made trailer.

*
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With Marathon Monday out of the way,
there’s only one thing to start
thinking about finals. Also, the
fact that graduation is less than a
month away for you seniors (cringe
all you want, the date is not going
to change), and the great junior
divide spurred on by study abroad
means that this is the last couple of
weeks that the sophomores will be
together as a class until senior year,
and, especially, a whole new cohort
of freshmen are only months away
from trying to convince themselves that living on Coßo isn’t all
that bad.
LOOKING FORWARD

-
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Beyond the catchphrase culture of BC
Eleanor Hildebrandt
The first time I visitedBoston College, I
hated it.
It was mid-August, and the campus
was hot and empty. I stumped along in an
adolescent funk, resolutely unimpressed by
everything I saw. Gasson was still encircled
by scaffolding, giving it a shabby appearance,
and for some reason, the other academic
buildings’ matching roof tiles deeply irked
me. “It all looks the same,” I muttered darkly
to my father, who was doing his best to pay
polite attention to our tour guide. “I would
never want to come here.”
Clearly, this initial sulky evaluation did
not prevail, and nearly five years later—on
the cusp of leaving—l’ve grownvery fond of
the school and campus alike. While I’m now
willing to overlook the lack of architectural
variation, though, my suspicion about BC’s
penchant for exterior harmony has never
quite gone away.
This uniformity isn’t merely aesthetic—although I’m still flabbergasted by how
ruthlessly and regularly grass and flowers
are ripped up and replanted. Despite our
Jesuit credentials, the yen for unity isn’t quite
religious, either—though the choice of an
archbishop for our Commencement speaker,
and an exit survey for seniors consisting
mostly of questions about faith, suggests that
someone up top thinks BC needs to double
down on the Catholicism.
It’s more this vague ideological undercurrent, the notion that BC as an institution
wholly embodies a particular ethic, a perfect
catchphrase culture. You know—those little
BC slogans that have become, if not cliche,
then almost white noise. “Men and Women
for Others”
“cura personalis”
“Ever
to Excel”
“Go Set the World
“agape”
Aflame.”
It’s nice to think that BC upholds those
ideals consistently and that everyone is
aligned with this sweeping, selfless vision—but that’s just not true. To cherry-pick
examples: the president’s office remained silent last winter in the face of national anguish
over the events in Ferguson, Staten Island,
...

...
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@BCTUTD

...

...

and Cleveland; students who had the guts to
organize a nonviolent protest were rewarded
with slaps on their wrists. The half-civil
dance offutility between the administration
and Climate Justice at BC continues, as does
the (unfortunately) easily obfuscated issue
of adjuncts’ rights. Campus is still not easily
navigable for thosewith disabilities. GLBTQ
representation is touch and go.
Even if you squint, it’s hard to see “Men
and Women for Others” in all that. I’m sure
there’s more, including a host of things I
know nothing about. And to be fair, the
students are hardly saints either. Over four
years, I’ve borne witness to a healthy measure ofracism, sexism, xenophobia, stupidity,
pigheadedness, and apathy. (There’s also that
room in Rubi that likes to blast Pitbull. You
guys are the worst.)

It’s nice to think that
BC upholds those
ideals consistently
and that everyone
is aligned with this
sweeping, selfless
vision —but that’s just
not true.
So sometimes it’s hard to see much
connection between those aforementioned

catchphrases and the BC reality. But there
really is something important at the core, despite the ways that we fall short: the implicit
belief that each person has both the responsibility and the potential to make things in
this life better for someone else. And that,
for me at least, is the most important thing
that has come from BC: being pushed, by the
people I’ve met and the classes I’ve taken, to
keep that worldview from contracting. To
live constantly aware of the tension between
the utter privilege ofbeing here, and the fact
that there is relentless need and suffering and
strife everywhere —sometimes even right on
campus.
In a way, yes, this awareness is something uniquely BC: a mindset encouraged, if
not actually produced, by that Jesuit, social
justice-y culture. But in the end, an instituan abstraction. The
tion—any institution—is
people who gather here are what make this
place meaningful, even transformative.
When I look back at the past four years,

the things that I remember best aren’t
speeches or slogans—they’re these little blips
of enlightenment or understanding. I can’t
connect them to BC catchphrases, but I can
trace each of them back to a specific moment, and to the people I was with. Reading
Mrs. Dalloway in a windowless Stokes classroom. Walking in the Florida surf talking
about God and love. Sitting in a tiny, makeshift home office on Foster St„ grappling with
the question: How best to serve others?
I would venture to guess that most
members of the Class of 2015 have similar
memories, in sentiment if not in kind: instants that stand out from the blur of reading
and doing problem sets and writing papers
and whatever happened on the weekends (no
judgment, I promise). Those small, luminous
moments with intelligent and empathetic individuals are the things that made BC, if not
perfect, then worthwhile. And that’s where
my faith lies as I get ready to leave this place:
with the people I’ve come to know, funny
and genuinely decent and so full ofpotential.
(Possibly even you, Pitbull Room.)
It’s a little strange to be writing this summing-up sort of column now, when there’s
still anotherweek of class left, not to mention tests, papers, last-hurrah-type events.

Time has a way of moving indecently fast
when change is around the corner, though.
Commencement Day will come and go
quicker than you can say “Please have all your
belongings moved out ofyour on-campus
residence by 8 p.m.” So I do want to say, when
I have the chance, thatI’m extraordinarily
excited to see what becomes of this ragtag
bunch after graduation—where we go, what
we do for the world. I hope we never stop
asking more of ourselves. More kindness.
Deeper thought. A greater willingness to
brave discomfort.
I hope, too, that those who remain at BC
ask the same of themselves, each other, and
this institution. I’m unspeakably grateful
for my time here, I really am, but gratitude
doesn’t entail turning a blind eye to shortcomings. And love, I think, demands the
highest standards.
So for those who are leaving, and for
those who stay: Come on, BC. Ever to Excel.
(And thank you.)

Eleanor Hildebrandt is a former editor-in-chiefof The Heights. She can be
reached at opinions@bcheiqhts.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staffcolumnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

Dangers of
essentialism

SOLINA JEAN-LOUIS
There is never an excuse for rape.
Although there has been an increase in discussion ofrape on college campuses, there
is still a tendency among some individuals at
universities to blame the victim. (Note: I am
choosing to use hetero-normative examples
in this piece, but rape does not necessarily
happen only between a male aggressor and a
female victim. Rape that does not fall under
this category is a prevalent issue in our
society as well.)
In the past fewyears, there have been
an unbelievable number of college-aged
men who do not receive proper punishment
for rape. Only approximately 11 percent of
college women who experiencerape report
it to the police. Of this 11 percent, less than

10 percent of these cases result in criminal
charges against the defendant.
If a young woman is raped at a college
party, many hearing an account of it (both
men and women from all races and ages)
will first question how the woman was
dressed, if she was drinking, or if she was
acting promiscuously toward her soon-tobe rapist. These defenders of rapists often
say, “Well, if she wasn’t wearing such a
low-cut top, maybe he wouldn’t have gotten
the wrong idea,” or, “She put herself in that
situation by drinking.”
Let me make this crystal clear: no human being ever deserves to be forced into
sex. Period.
Unfortunately, we live in a college
culture in which victim-blaming seems to
be the easiest way out. Blaming the victim
is obviously and clearly insulting to women
(and anyone who is raped, regardless of
gender). What many don’t realize is that this
argument is not only insulting to women,
but even more insulting to men.
Itall boils down to essentialism.
In the world of sociology, gender essentialism is the perspective that all men
share certain traits (aggression, protection,
rationality) and all women share certain
traits (active emotions, submission, fragility). In other words, men and women have
innate traits that, more or less, define their
personalities and roles in this world.
While there will probably never be any
scientific proof to determine just exactly
how much of a person’s self is determined
by nature or nurture, essentialism plays
a huge role in society. According to the
Thomas Theorem, a sociological theory, “If
a situation is perceived as real, it is real in its
consequences.” In other words, even if there
are no traits innate to either gender (at this
point, we are still not sure), we as a culture
further and favor essentialist thinking.
Therefore, we face the consequences that
essentialism brings. One of these consequences is the debate over rape involving
unclear consent.
There is a hidden danger in essentialism
that is completelypresent in rape culture
on college campuses. (I am choosing to use
hetero-normative examples in this piece,
but rape in the GLBTQ community is just
as prevalent an issue as rape between men
and women.)
When a male rapist defends himself by

saying, “She was dressedsexually)’ or, “She
was drunk and throwing herself all over me,”
he is taking an essentialist viewpoint and
insulting his own intelligence. He is saying,
“My sexual urges are so strong because I
am a male that I could not stop myself, even
when no consent was given.”
This, in turn, implies that a man is
completely controlled by his “innate” and
“animalistic" desire toward women. What
intelligent man wants to put himself in a box
by defining his own character in that way?
How is that in any way appealing?
The truth of the matter is that no matter
how strong these “urges" may be, human
beings differfrom other animals because we
are capable of higher thinking. Both men
and women, regardless of their “essential”
differences, are capable of understanding
and respecting another person and their
body. I’d like to think that most college-aged
men, especially those attending an elite
school, are intelligent and mature enough
to transcend their sexual urges to avoid
raping other human beings. By blaming the
situation on the woman giving false signals
or being under the influence of alcohol,
men (and those women who defendrapists)
completely take away their own credibility.

Solina Jean-Louis is

for

an op-ed columnist

The Heights. She can be reached at

ovinions@bcheiahts.com.
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Walsh continues push for
more student housing
Off-Campus, from A1
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Harvard startup eyes benefits in
big data on politics
Founded in Cambridge, political statistics app ‘Quorum’ serves
interests of D.C. insiders

By Pasqualle DiFilippo

Heights

Staff

Alex Wirth and Jonathan Marks
are changing the way the public thinks
about interactions between their elected
leaders.
The Harvard seniors created Quorum in 2013 after a conversation the
two roommates had about whether they
could use big data to determine social
relationships in Congress.
Wirth’s interest in politics was
sparked in the fifth grade when his father ran for State Senate in New Mexico.
Wirth brings political experience to
the Quorum team, including past internships with The White House and
the U.S. Department of State. Marks
has a computational biochemistry
background, as well as an interest in
computer science.
After winning Harvard’s Innovation Challenge competition, the pair
launched Quorum as a full-fledged
company. The group was awarded a
grant by the Harvard University Institute of Politics, which provided them
funding for this past summer.
Quorum is an all-in-one online
legislative strategy platform with an
algorithm that utilizes statistics, bills,
votes, tweets, press releases, and floor
statements. Quorum takes this political
data and sorts it out based on its customers’ needs in an easy-to-use and
visually pleasing format, Wirth said.
The service allows users to determine
and provides information regarding
politicians’ ideology and priorities as
well as past voting history and legislative relationships.
“We built a quantitative analytics
layer on top of it so we can get insights,
like who members of Congress work

with most frequently and provide statistics about each individual member,”
Wirth said. “We built a whole series of
productivity tools to help legislative
professionals with their jobs.”
These tools allow clients to compare
and track bills, take notes on congressmen, or even create a legislative scorecard for members of Congress based on
the user’s own criteria.
Throughout the development of
their business, Wirth and Marks have
kept up with their course loads, and said
they believe that their university gives
them access to the premier students
needed to continue to grow Quorum.
“We’re really lucky about how easy
it is to get incredible top talent—we’ve
got a whole series of strengths across
a number of different schools both
here in Boston, as well as Washington,”
Wirth said.
Quorum’s team is primarily composed of undergraduate students from
Harvard and George Washington
University. Wirth and Marks plan to
move their headquarters to Washington D.C. following graduation in May.
Wirth currently travels back and forth
between Cambridge and Washington
to oversee operations in Washington
when he has time.
So far, legislative professionals from
a variety of backgrounds have utilized
Quorum’s services. “Basically anybody
whose day-to-day job involves the legislative process—including anybody from
advocacy groups to research campaign
organizations and lobbyists,” Wirth said.
Quorum’s clients include the Glover
Park Group, the First Focus Campaign
for Children, and the United Nations
Foundation’s Better World Campaign.
Wirth says Fortune 100 and 500 companies have also taken to Quorum.

lege,” said Peter Kwiatek, assistant director of
Off-Campus Housing.
Mayor Walsh called for the student
housing report as part of his housing plan,
“Housing a Changing City: Boston 2030,”
which aims to create 18,500 new dorm beds
by the year 2030 in order to return 5,000 units
of workforce housing to the market.
The report indicated that 2,644beds were
built in Boston between 2010 and 2014, which
represents 15 percent of Walsh’s 18,500 bed
goal by 2030. With a total of 1,886 additional
beds expected to receive approval and commence construction in Boston by the end of
2018, the City projects it is on track to meet
its goal.
“It is critical that we work with our colleges and universities to better understand
how to provide safe and affordable housing
for both our student population and our
residents,” Walsh said in a statement.
The goal of reducing the number of students living off campus is twofold: first, the
City wants to make neighborhoods more
inviting places for families, many of whom
have been pushed out by students. Second,
the Walsh administration wants to target
overcrowding and implement its “No More
Than Four” policy, which bars more than four
undergraduatesfrom living in a single apartment or house. The reporting requirements
came after a 2014 Boston Globe Spotlight
investigation exposed dangerous and some-

times deadly conditions troubling off-campus
student housing.
City inspectors are using the data to
zero in on landlords who allow more than
four undergraduates to live together in an
apartment. The data allowed the city to
target 589 addresses, and so far the team of
seven inspectors has visited 102, according
to The Globe.
BC was notified of the apartments that
may be in violation of the “No More Than
Four” law, Kwiatek said.
The Office of Residential Life (ResLife)
as well as the Office of Governmental and
Community Affairs, and other universities
throughout the Greater Boston area meet
with the City’s Inspectional Services Department (ISD) each month to learn more
about the continued inspection process. The
meetings have resulted in the creation of aresource guide from ISD about this zoning law,
the University Accountability Ordinance, and
compliance with further city inspections.
Kwiatek explained that ResLife also
encourages students to call ISD to report
situations whenever there is a health and
safety concern in their apartment that is not
resolved by the landlord.
Looking to thefuture, the University will
continue to meet with the Boston Redevelopment Authority and the B C Community Task
Force on a monthly basis to review development projects within University’s Institutional Master Plan and discuss additional
building. ¦

Quorum is a subscription-based
service that costs a user $4,800 per year.

“That allows us to pay for the server
keep the

costs and employees and to
service up and running,”

Wirth said.
Quorum also keeps an active blog on
its website that provides quantitative
insights about Congress as well as informed stories on the U.S. legislative
system, such as its most recent blog post
on the differences between the 113th
and 114th Congresses during their first
100 days seated.
Wirth believes that their biggest
challenge in creating Quorum was figuring out if the team was developing a
product that people actually wanted.
“We spent a lot of time talking to
folks in Washington and making sure
that we were building something that
was going to be helpful and a game
changer to the legislative process,”
Wirth said.
Quorum is entirely quantitative as
opposed to many other tools in the
industry that provide users with the
information and rely on them to interpret the data.
“The advantage that we bring is a
quantitative analytics layer that help
folks to gain insights and better understand the process,” Wirth said.
Wirth and Marks designed Quorum
with the intent to save users’ time by
performing tasks that may take away
from other work. Looking to the future,
the duo hopes its idea will change the
way people understand the legislative
process.
“We would love to see in five years
where folks are really turning to Quorum on a daily basis to use quantitative
insights for designing legislative strategies and sharing them with clients,”
Wirth said. ¦

Club officers suggest
shortcomings in funding
Club Funding, from A1

is inconsistent.

“It’s consistent with the guidelines that

how the cash is spent. Another collects member fees under the table to avoid reporting
it, according to the club’s leaders. A third is
forced to have its members pay their own
MBTA fare so they can leave the campus for
volunteer projects, since it couldn’t get the
University to cover the cost.
“Why not make sure that every person
who wants to volunteer in the community
can do that without paying?” Kelly Bower,
president of Learning to Serve and LSOE
’l5, asked.
Bell said the student activity fee is mostly
restricted to activities on campus.
This is one of several policies students
complain seem unclear.
“There is some inconsistency year to year
with what does get funded and what doesn’t
get funded,” the treasurer of one organization
said, who asked not to be identified. “When I
ask for an explanation, it’s like I don’t receive
a proper explanation as to why I didn’t get
it funded.”
Her club got $3OO approved for an event
two years ago, for instance, but exactly the
same event was turned down for funding
this year.
That’s in part because the members of the
SOFC change each year, Bell said.
“The body that looks at budgets in August of 2014 is not the same body looking
at budgets in August of 2015,” Bell said. “So
priorities change.”
Bell disagreed, however, that theprocess

are posted each year,” he said. “It really comes

down to how well organizations manage
their budgets, manage the request process,
and how closely they are connected to their
representative.”
He also said there is misinformation.
Some club officers said they think they can’t
keep anymoney left in their accounts at the
end of a year. Bell said that has been changed,
and now the clubs can keep the money.
What they’re not allowed to do is collect
and keep dues and keep that money, fundraise online, or open secret bank accounts.
“We are not in the outside bank account
business,” Bell said. “When this office is
alerted that an organization has an outside
bank account, that organization goes away.
Permanently.”
In the meantime, several clubs have
complained about how long it takes their
suppliers to get paid. Entertainers, retreat
centers, and bus companies, various club
officials said, have had to wait months for
payment.
The SOFC has sent out a survey of club

leaders about how to improve the process,
and Bell said a student organization financial
handbook is planned for the fall.
“With the SOFC, they could be more
responsive to organizational needs,” Bell
said. “The challenge of doing so is that there
is only so much money in the bank. The biggest challenge I’ve had is that people will say,
‘I didn’t get what I wanted or needed.’” ¦

Sun sun go away: finding value in a good, rainy spring day
,

,

Arche

Parquette

The past week has heralded the glorious dawn of spring in Chestnut Hill,
Mass. Students in shorts and T-shirts
lounged on the shockingly green grasses
of middle campus, professors held class
outside, women in large skirts spun in
circles singing about hills being alive,
the people were happy.
And then there was me.
Squinting into the sun, sweat dripping down the back of my T-shirt, I
scowled at all the happiness around me.
“Hey Archer, how’s it going? Isn’t it
just beautiful outside?” These greetings
plagued my day.
“You shut your face right now,” I
would respond. “There are too many
people around, too much sun, too much

positivity. Do I look like a flower child to
you? These good vibes are killing me.”
These remarks were usually met with
confusion or anger. No one seemed to
understand my point of view. So I have
decided to write my point of view down
here, no matter how wrong or unnecessary it may be.
My preferred state of weather has
always been a cool, rainy day. A dark,
cloudy sky, a light wind, and water coating the world around me.
My Great-Uncle ierry had the nose
of a bloodhound. He could always smell
the rain 14 hours before it arrived. He
would step out onto the porch and sniff
loudly at the air, his head cocked back
and his eyes squinted skyward. Then he
would walk back inside and speak to me
in a southern accent.
“I can smell it in the air, Jeremiah.
Smells like smoke, fire, logwoods. You
best roll up them pantaloons, there’s a
storm coming.”
I did not question Great-Uncle
lerry's sudden use of a southern accent,
or his use of the word pantaloons. It was

always best not to question Great-Uncle

A city is a great place to experience

Jerry.

rain. Sitting in a train car, gazing out the

“I know,” I would say, “I just got the
alert on my phone.”
Great-Uncle Jerry would snort
derisively, “Phone? You checked on your
phone? Harold, you little idiot.”
He would then jam his index finger
two knuckles deep into his left nostril
and say, Diis is my phone.”
The memories still bring a bittersweet twinge to my little heart. Rain was
always something I strangely looked
forward to. While most people wake up
to the dark skies and the wet roads and
wish the sun was shining, I feel quite the
opposite. The world seems better under
the canvas of water that the rain brings.
Everything glistens with a dull sheen,
a light patter of water dripping down
provides a comforting refrain.
It even smells better. When it’s sunny
out I smell dog turds, sweat, and a desperate sort offailure. When it’s raining
I smell growth, I smell something fresh
and inexplicable. Ironically, it makes the
whole day brighter.

window dramatically, is always considerably more meaningful when rain is falling outside. There are few things I love
more than gazing out of a window at a
rainy city and pretending there are deep
thoughts running through my head.
“Wow, look at that guy, he must
have some really deep thoughts running through his head,” the passerby’s
whisper to each other. “I bet he reads
long and complex novels such as 2666
by Roberto Bolano.”
After my window-gazing, I always
enjoy meandering down the streets with
my rain jacket around my shoulders. The
streets run with a different sound, the
rain breathing anew life into an old experience. Asa Metro columnist, there’s
nothing Ilove more than wandering,
and rain always enhances the experience. The City of Boston changes and
adapts with the weather, creating anew
experience as you explore the streets.
I’ll be waiting excitedly for the
upcoming spring rains, but for now I’m

“

learning to appreciate the sun, despite
my natural inclinations toward bitterness and anger. Maybe, I’ll even spend
some prolonged time in the sun this
week. After all, it’ll only be here for so
long.
If you’re searching for a lesson in
this column, you’re definitely looking in
the wrong place, but maybe I can offer
this: Weather is amazing, it changes our
surroundings every day and offers us
new perspectives of the world around
us. Take advantage of this.
Enjoy the sun for now, if you really want to. But just know that soon
enough rain will start falling, and on
that day, Archer will emerge from his
cave and traverse the world, wonder in
his eyes.
And when that happens, I encourage
you not to complain about the rain and
the damp, but to embrace it, to revel
in it.

Archer Parquette is an editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at metro@
bcheights.com.
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Nostalgia in
sequel-land,
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THE SHOW DOWN

Dowd

Four birthdays ago, I turned 18.
Like most birthdays, I didn’t feel any
different in the morning despite all the
generous Facebook posts. I turned 18,
then 19, then 20 and so on, without
much fanfare.
The fanfare, as it turns out, comes
a bit belated. It comes years later,
when you’re sitting there on the couch,
thinking it’d be awesome if someone
made a Power Rangers movie. Then
you remember Lionsgate is making
a Power Rangers movie. Welcome to
the 18-34 male demographic, a feeling similar to realizing you’re three
days older than a Master’s champion.
Everything that’s made out there in the
big bright world is for us (and by us, I
mean males who partially grew up the
’9os).
A lot of what you see out there in
television, ads,
the world—movies,
candy bars, the newest widgets, for
better or worse —are marketed to our
group. If you told me 10 years ago that
someone would be making a Justice
League movie, I would have nodded
politely before running downstairs to
freak out. Now when I watch the trailer
for Dawn of Justice, it’s par for the
course that what’s on screen is exactly
what I dreamed of as a 12-year-old.
The older I get, the more and more
I’m alarmed by the age of athletes but
also the more I look back on things
from back in the day— The Sandlot,
Star Wars, Sunday morning cartoons.
Nostalgia becomes more and more
a part of my life. And as Star Wars,
among others, returns in one glossier
shape after another, I’ve grown more
and more excited for things of my
suburban youth, things that evoke this
nostalgia.
Nostalgia is still anew feeling. I’m
sure when I’m 30 or 40 I’ll be better
equipped to deal with it. Kids don’t get
nostalgic. They’re too busy doing stuff.
And as busy as I sometimes feel, I’m
constantly casting back to how great
life was back when life was as simple as
cartoons at 10 and a lunchable at 11.
So I guess it’s my fault for all these
sequels. I’ve been excited about The
Avengers: Age of Ultron since Iron Man
II came out. I’ve wanted a good live
action superhero television show since
I began getting up at 9 a.m. for Sunday
morning cartoons. I’m lucky my middle
school football practice got out at 8
p.m. or I wouldn’t have caught the '7os
X-Men show at 9. This was when figuring out what to watch was a two step
process--lool< at the printed TV guide
from the mail and cross reference what
you see with what you might like and
when you might be home, because
the concept of recording television or
watching it whenever you want hadn’t
occurred to your 12-year-old brain yet.
As easy it is to blame the presence
of excessive sequels and television
shows running three seasons too long
on a fighting lack of creativity in Hollywood, our collective nostalgia is as
much responsible as devious studio execs churning out unwanted franchises.
Speaking unadulterated for the largest
viewing demographic, I’ve been looking back on these old movies and cult
shows for years, and now Hollywood is
giving them back to us in a shiny new
package. And sometimes the package
doesn’t work ( TMNT) and sometimes
they do ( Star Trek, arguably).
Sequels are about nostalgia. Nostalgia for the original and also for whatever piece of culture it might be based
on. And they’re targeting us (me),
because we aren’t as well equipped to
deal with nostalgia. We can’t let things
be. We have to fiddle, type. I think
interesting stories are still there to be
retold. That’s how we talk to ourselves—through the same characters
and narratives told over and over again.
I think sequels can be fun. They can
be a way to look back on how far we’ve
come.

Ryan Dowd is the Arts d> Review Editor

for The Heights. He can be reached at
arts@beheights.com.
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At last Saturday’s Annual Showdown, the full parade of Boston College dance crews gave the packed Conte Forum more than enough to hoot and
holler about. In the end, Synergy avenged their second place finish from last year with a resounding victory. Masti emerged victorious after the
cultural competition. As usual, Showdown was a place of great excitement both on stage and off, where the audience surely felt pangs of envy.

Arts Festival: Where student craft meets its proper audience
Marian Wyman
Boston College Arts Festival is the biggest weekend for creativity on campus. It
features many of our performance groups

and displays talented students and professional poetry, art, and film. Ushered in
under the spring weather over O’Neill
Plaza, the weekend-long event encourages
both the appreciation of and participation
in various types of artistic and creative
outlets. For musical and dance groups
that have been perfecting their craft all
year, Arts Fest is a year-end, culminating
experience right in the heart of campus.

Spurred by the buzz of fellow performers,
audiences, and friends, artists can create
and enjoy their passion in a low-stress,
highly positive setting.
Because of Arts Fest’s wide variety of
performances and exhibits, a tightly loaded
schedule guides the weekend’s events. From
Tlie Tempest, to the Symphony Orchestra,
to a cappella showcases, to music from the
Irish Studies program, there are plenty of
options to suit any viewer’s taste. Because
of the tight schedule, groups who have
been rehearsing for months are limited to
relatively short, one-to-two hour time slots.
For musicals and theatrical performances,
this means the Arts Fest performances

are only highlight—the

best of the best

squeezed into short and casual sets.
Visiting BC during my senior year
Spring Break, I saw all the white tents
along the plaza for Arts Fest and never
imagined that I would be a part of it just
a year later. Sure enough, as a member
of BC bOp!, I will be on the performers’
side of the stage for two elements of this
creatively-packed weekend. Just like many
of the other independent groups and bands
on campus, bOp! has a quick set early in
the weekend.
To wrap up the entire Arts Fest experience, however, is the two-hour performance collaboration Dancing with

bOp!—where BC dance groups perforrr
their favorite numbers backed by bOp
as their soundtrack. This gives bOp! the
chance to hugely switch up our repertoire —turning away from some of our jaz;
standards (though we do manage to sneal
a few into the evening) for Masti’s favorite
contemporary South Asian music, Dance
Organization of BC’s pop, and Phaymus
hip-hop and rap. Pulling in friends, family
and audiences of bOp! and so many talented dance groups, Dancing with bOp! is
fabulous representation of all thatArts Fes*
currently is and has the potential to be. It’s
one of the biggest, most well-representec
elements of theweekend, engaging so man)
different BC community members, and il
is an enjoyable, upbeat evening for all whc
come to listen and watch.
On the artists’ side of things, Arts Fesi
is a way to deliver the best ofone’s craft tc
the community that helped to foster it. It i;
wherefriends and peers can enjoy the performances and pieces artists have createc
over months of preparation. Though it’;
often not the most formal or professiona
of settings, Arts Fest’s lively audiences anc
engaged participants provide a uniquel)
refreshing artistic experience.
If you don’t feel like an experiencec
artist or performer, Arts Fest is equally a;
exciting and rewarding for participants anc
audiences. Listening to spoken word, creating some art, or watching a play, there is nc
shortage of activities for those interested. Ii
helps that it finally feels like springtime.

e

Marian Wyman is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. She can be reached at
BRECK WILLS
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ACOUSTICS: FINAL SHOW
(SATURDAY, 6:30 P.M.)

FLEABAG REUNION SHOW
(FRIDAY, 8 P.M.)

Join the Boston College Acoustics in Devlin 008

To celebrate its 35th year, My Mother’s Fleabag will be
performing a reunion show at the Arts Festival this weekend. Current fleabags and alumni guests will be performing in the main tent outside of O’Neill this Friday.

for their final show of the 2015 spring semester.
The Acoustics will be presenting their ONE TIME

projects, some of their favorite songs, and senior
speeches.

BC’S BEST
(THURSDAY, 7:45 P.M.)
The finalists from the Singer/Songwriter Competition will duke it out for a free mastered EP, while
the finalists from the Battle of the Bands compete
to be the opener for Ludacris at Modstock.

BREAK THE BUBBLE

EMILY SADEGHIAN

/

HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

DANCING WITH BOP!
(SATURDAY, 8 P.M.)

Come see who will be crowned Mr. BC at the an-

To wrap up the Arts Festival, BC bOp! will be performing
Saturday night with ‘Dancing with bOp!.’ It will be a night
filled with jazz classics, pop, and international music and
dancing. Tickets are $l5, but BC students get in free with
their IDs.

Kerry Cronin will be one of judges while Jenna Post,
A&S ’ll, and Dan Casey, A&S ’ll, from My Mother’s

MAN VS. FOOD
(THURSDAY 5:30 P.M.)

The Boston College theatre department presents
Shakespeare’s The Tempest. Magic, storms, and
usurpation define one of the last plays written by the
legendary playwright. Tickets are available through
the Robsham Box Office.

(SATURDAY, 11A.M.)
The Boston College Music Guild will be rocking Faneuil Hall in the heart of downtownBoston this weekend. There will be two stages featuring 27 BC student
performances. This is one of the last chances to see
some of BC’s best bands perform this semester.

MR. BC 2015
(THURSDAY 7:30 P.M.)

The BC Dynamics a cappella group will haveits final performance ofthe spring semester this Friday. Come bid farewell
to the senior class and enjoy some of their favorite hits.

nual show this Thursday in the Heights Room. Prof.

Fleabag and Hello...Shovelhead! will host.

THE TEMPEST’
(THURSDAY-SUNDAY)
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BUBBLE BURSTS

Chris Fuller
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The Music Guild set to host festival
at Faneuil Hall with BC bands
BY CHRIS FULLER ASSOC. ARTS

The

semester is coming to a close, the
weather’s warming up, and Boston
College bands and performers are
gearing up for theweekend of their lives. While
campus comes alive with the annual Arts Festival, put on by BC’s Art Council, the Music Guild
will be bringing the party to Faneuil Hall with its
annual student music festival, this year named
“Break the Bubble.” Following Thursday’s BC’s
Best —the Battle of the Bands and the SingerSongwriter finale—the Music Guild will bring
its legions to the heart of downtown Boston
Saturday afternoon.
Consisting of 27 performances from student
bands and singers, Break the Bubble provides
BC performers an opportunity to be recognized
by both the BC community and the general

public.
Break the Bubble is an unprecedented collective effort by BC artists to reach beyond
Chestnut Hill.
Although BC artists have performed at Faneuil Hall in the spring for the past three years,
John Guzzi, president of the Music Guild and
A&S T5, has directed his efforts into hopefully
making this year’s show a bubble bursting experience both for the artists and the audience.
Sean Seaver, a member of Small Talk and
next year’s Music Guild president and A&S T6,
praises John’s approach to marketing this year’s
festival. Guzzi’s posters can be seen all across
campus highlighting the amount of performers
contributing to Saturday’s festival.
“The ingenuity of this year’s show is billing it
as a festival,” Seaver said. “BC bands going to Faneuil Hall is something that John went all in on,
designing a poster that looks like a Coachella’s
or Lollapalooza type concert festival.”
While Break the Bubble provides performers
a means of getting their names publicized outside of the BC music scene, the Music Guild is
also trying to promote a more inclusive attitude
towards BC artists on campus, as well.
“If you’re not a part of the Music Guild or

&
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the BC music community, you might know like
one band on campus,” Guzzi said. “If you hear

about a band, you should be able to associate
that band with the people that are a part of it on
campus and that isn’t the case right now.”
Gathering together 27 acts, Break the
Bubble offers prospective audience members
a comprehensive take on BC’s musical talent,
not just a narrow look at students’ current
favorite bands.
“There are 27 acts, and that is astounding,”
Guild member Katharine Callahan, A&S ‘l7,
said. “If you asked someone sitting here how
many bands or singers there are here at BC,
they’d say maybe five.”
This year’s Faneuil Hall performance will
also feature a different stage orientation than
the shows of the past three years. In previous
arrangements, BC bands have performed exclusively in front of Faneuil Hall, but this year,
Break the Bubble will offer a second stage.
Breaking the Bubble is set like Boston Calling,
with two main performance spaces in close
proximity.

DREW HOO

/
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John Guzzireinvents the annual Faneuil Hall concert.
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“The way John has organized it, there will be
bands on one stage and singers and songwriters on the other so that viewers can bounce
between the two,” Callahan said. “There’s also
more people playing then there was the year
before.”
While some ofBC’s more recognizable bands
like Juice and Small Talk will be performing at
Break the Bubble, the festival also highlights
lesser known, up-and-coming underclassmen.
Callahan will be performing with her band,
Crisco Disco.
Callahan describes Crisco Disco as “a hodgepodge of Jammin’ Toast members.”
“Jammin’ Toast is a club that meets every
other Saturday where we just play music together in a very casual setting and where we
just play covers,” Callahan said.
This will be Crisco Disco’s first performance
and the band is extremely excited to be able to
get its name out among the other BC bands at
Faneuil Hall.
Crisco Disco is just one example of the
recent boom in talent here at BC. Emmanuel
Laguerre, a hip-hop artist promoting his latest
mixtape Believe In and WCAS TB, is proud
to share Saturday’s stage with the BC music
community.
“It’s an opportunity to show what I’ve been
working on for the last year, express how I’ve
grown as an artist, and to get to meet other
artists,” Laguerre said. “There are great musical
minds and it’s nice to see what else is happening
in the Boston music scene.”
Break the Bubble will give lesser-known BC
artists a moment in the spotlight, performing in
one of the busiest areas of downtown Boston.
BC musicians will be a central feature of
Thursday and Friday’s Arts Fest, but Saturday
will be the day to show the broader Boston community what being a BC musician means.
“As long as the musicians come ready to
perform, it’ll be a success,” Guzzi said. “Unless,
of course, there’s a hurricane that day.” ¦
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I had been waiting for last Thursday for weeks. I kept refreshing the
front page ofIGN the whole morning to see if it had been put up. I
knew it probably wouldn’t be posted
until mid-afternoon, but I just kept
pressing the circular arrow for hours
in desperation. Finally, at about two
in the afternoon, it arrived. After
refreshing my webpage for about the
100th time, the newest trailer for Star
Wars: The Force Awakens was finally
online.
The second preview of the newest
Star Wars film did everything a trailer
should do. Actually, I should refer to
it as a teaser—maybe that one word
makes all the difference in the world.
It teased the film. It didn’t give away
any of the supposed major plotlines
of The Force Awakens and we didn’t
see any of the gargantuan battles or
epic lightsaber duels that the film
might include. The closest any moment came to spoiler territory was
the beautiful shot of the abandoned
X-wing and star destroyer, but I would
bet this is only one of the multitudes
of epic scenes in the film.
This might have only been the second preview in the long line of trailers
and TV-spots that come out in anticipation of The Force Awakens, but it’s
so far been clear director J.J. Abrams
and his crew are doing a fantastic job
of avoiding the traps and pitfalls many
trailers for today’s films stumble into.
Today, it seems that advertisement
tends to win out over great storytelling, at least in a few instances. The
second Avengers film, set to release
next week, has used a few key details
to channel more interest in the final
weeks before the film is released.
Based off the success of the first
Avengers film, I would think that
advertisers for the second film would
have to do little more than promote
the main conflict between the Avengers and their newest villain, Ultron,
but, instead, they keep previewing
clips that should have just been left
to the silver screen. Iron Man and
Hulk battling it out is awesome, but it
would have been so much more powerful to see that clash unfold in the
theater, not on my 13-inch laptop. Do
I have a clue why the two are fighting
in the first place? Not really. But with
an assumptive box-office smash like
The Avengers, why not hold off huge
reveals like this until audiences are in
the theater?
The newest Terminator installment recently broke a cardinal rule of
previews. The first trailer for Terminator: Genisys was strange, but, unlike
the second trailer, it didn’t reveal that
John Connor was a terminator, or at
least that anew terminator has taken
on the form of John Connor. I don’t
even enjoy the Terminator films, but
why spoil something that massive in a
two- or three-minute preview months
before the film is released?
There’s an obvious answer to these
questions I’m posing: It’s all about
getting people in the door. There’s
apparently no better way to spark an
audience’s interest than releasing a
big unexplained spoiler in a trailer
months before the film is released.
But, at least to me, this ruins a lot
of great moments in the theater for
audiences. I know the advertisers for
The Force Awakens have at least a few
more previews for audiences before
the film’s release in December, but
I think it would be epic if these two
trailers that they put out were all that
they showed viewers before we go to
see the film.
I love that I have no idea why Finn,
anew character in the series, is running away from the Imperial fleet or
who his apparent companion, Rey,
could possibly be (though I’ve got my
suspicions). It was awesome to see
Han Solo and Chewbacca together
again, but I want no official explanation of why the gang is assembling
before I walk in the door to see The
Force Awakens.
Action films preview way too many
of their legendary battle sequences
and some comedies are notorious for
wearing out some the best jokes of the
whole movie in trailers being shown
months before the films are released.
As excited as I get about new trailers,
I notice more and more how they dull
down some of the most impressive
and awesome moments that today’s
blockbusters offer. At the same time, il
there’s anew Star Wars trailer put up
on the Internet, could I possibly avoid
it? Not a chance in hell.

Chris Fuller is the Assoc. Arts S3 Revieu
Editor for The Heights. He can bt
reached at arts@bcheights.com.
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‘Thrones’ marches along, but structural issues are afoot
Caleb Griego
Heights Staff

By

This review contains spoilers.
As beloved characterslike Tyrion
and Arya are whisked across the Narrow Sea, the political landscape of
Westeros and the Free Cities look ripe

for change. Humbled kings, scorned
queens, and glorified bastards are
just a fewof the character transitions
welcomed in the first two installments
of Game of Thrones’ fifth season.
The motives of those vying for
the throne, left ambiguous at the
end of Season Four, have begun to

reveal themselves, carving a path
for Thrones- stapled conflicts: deceit,
death, and wit. Straying further from
George R. R. Martin’s original work

than ever before, the show’s creative
team will take us to places unmentioned in the books, crafting a distinct
narrative. Under the story’s prevailing
ambiguity, all viewers will be left wondering whose head willbe the next to
line the walls ofKing’s Landing.
At King’s Landing, we find the
Lannister twins with their backs
against the wall. Their enemies smell
the stench from their father’s untimely
demise on the latrine. Later, Jaime
enlists the help of a certain sellsword,
in an effort to recover Myrcella from
the den of the Sand Snakes in Dome,
who blame them for the death of
Oberyn Martell.
At the Wall, we find Jonon the eve
of Mance Rayder’s execution. In an effort to please Stannis and preserve the

life of a man he respects, Jon tries and
fails to convince Mance to bend the

knee. As Mance burnsbefore the Red
God, Jon directly defies Stannis by giving Mance a quick deathwith his bow
and arrow. In a strange turn of events,
Stannis also acts with mercy, offering
to legitimize Jon’s

bastard status and

make him a Stark by law. Seeking to
use Jon to his advantage, to raise the
bannermen of the North. But before
Jon could refuse, he is raised to anew
post within the Brotherhood.
In Meereen, Daenerys deals with
the woes of internal politics. Grappling with dissent and murder in the
streets at the hands of the Sons of
the Harpy, a rebel insurgency group,
Daenerys is forced to choose between
mercy and muscle in exercising her

TELEVISION

GAMEOFTHRONES
‘THE HOUSE OF BLACK
AND WHITE’
NETWORK
HBO
RELEASED
APR. 19, 2015
OUR RATING
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queenlyauthority. Unable to satisfy all
parties, she is left with problems and
dragons, both growing at alarmingly

uncontrollablerates.
In Pentos, Tyrion enjoys life from

flagon

to

flagon. He’s left with little

options besides following Varys to
Daenerys in what seems like a futile
hope for survival. And in the Riverlands, the adventures ofPod and Brienne trudge onward, as coincidence
would have them closer to finding
the Stark girls.
The new season still captures the
spirit of what we’ve come to know as
Game of Thrones. The new directions
and liberties taken in the narrative
department will certainly breathe a
new kind of life into a show headed

look for in a fantasy when we do not
have clear cut distinctions like the ore
and the elf.What was fairly consistent
in seasons past has become a victim
to creative liberties. Take Daario’s
accent for example. Never mind the
physical change from Season Three
to Four, Dutch actor Michiel Huisman can’t quite land the character’s
accent. In certain scenes, the audible
changes from English to Dutch to

own unique kind of existence.
The flaws thatwere seen in earlier
seasons, however, seem to be especially apparent in the newest one. In
terms of world building, consistency
is key. If a world is to operate in a
certain way, it ought to function like

American are distracting and can
easily take you out of Meereen. The
little things matter.
Another problem exacerbated in
the show is a spatial issue. Everything
feels so close and cramped now. It
takes virtually no time to travel and
any character can be anywhere at a
moment’s notice. Look at Stannis’ trip
to Braavos or in the latest episode, the
coincidental encounter of Brienne and
Littlefinger in an inn. Amazing that
Brienne should find Sansa so shortly
after finding her sister. Recall the
very beginning of Game of Thrones
Season One, when the Stark family
had to migrate to King’s Landing, a
trek thatwould have takensome time.

clockwork. Everything should fit.
Sometimes in Westeros, the Free

This kind of travel was best handled
between episodes,which it did. Sadly,

Cities, and all the other places the
audience is now sent across, things
don’t fit with a simple click.
One example is some inconsistencies within the show’s dialects
and accents. There is a nuance to
saying “five-and-twenty” instead of
“twenty-five.” Accents and dialects
denote regional separation and
language differences. These are the
kinds of differentiating factors we

that is not the case anymore as characters seemingly teleport to and fro
within an episode. For worlds on a

down a dead end. Delineating from
the groundwork set up by Martin
could prove to bring the show into its

large scale, precision and consistency
is key to believability.
In spite of these things, Game
of Thrones is still riveting and some
change is welcome, but not to the
essence of the world we set out in.
What do we say to these kind of
changes? Not today. ¦

CHART TOPPERS
TOP SINGLES

1 See You Again
Wiz Khalifa
2 Uptown Funk!
Mark Ronson
3 Sugar
Maroon 5
4 Trap Queen
Petty Wap
5 Thinking Out Loud
Ed Sheeran
6 Earned It
The Weekend
7 Love Me Like You Do
Ellie Goulding
8 G.D.F.R.
Flo Rida feat. Sage the
Gemini & Lookas

TOP ALBUMS

1 Furious 7
Various Artists
2 Future Hearts
All Time Low
3 Fifty Shades of Grey
Various Artists
4V
Maroon 5
51989
Taylor Swift
Source: Billboard.com

Speedy Ortiz is a pot of’
Summer Lin
Asst. Arts Review Editor

By

It’s comes as no surprise that
Speedy Ortiz, a four-piece indie rock
group, was initially compared to 10-fi
bands of the late ’Bos and early ’9os.
Produced at home on four-track
machines, artists from the likes of
Neutral Milk Hotel to Pavement
popularizedexperimental, not-madefor-radio music, bringing it into mainstream culture. Led by frontwoman
and songwriter SadieDupris, Speedy
Ortiz arrived onto the music scene in
2013with the release of its first album,
Major Arcana. The Massachusettsbased group has since evolved substantially from its noisy ’9os-inspired
beginnings in its sophomore album,
Foil Deer, by combining discordant
sound and distorted instrumentation
with Dupris’ characteristic razorsharp lyricism.
Durpris is a wordsmith and it
shows. With an MFA in poetry in
tow, Dupris wields words as a weapon
against all those who have wronged
her. In the opening track ofFoil Deer,
Dupris warns, “I’ve known you not
so very long but watch your back /
Because baby’s so good with a blade.”
“Good Neck” contains several elements ofgarageband rock that origi-

nally linked the band to its ’9os predecessors. Featuring tape distortion
and jagged-sounding guitar lines, the
song is rife with vicious wordplay and
biting threats. “Good Neck” alternates
between discordant instrumentation
and melodic choruses, giving the song
a wavering, uneven energy.
Foil Deer, with its deft lyricism and
biting angst, never loses its footing
despite the dissonance that pervades
the album. Dupris’ quick wordplay is
menacing and the instrumentation is
visceral. In the leading single off the
album “Raising the Skate,” Speedy
Ortiz juxtaposes industrial rock
refrains and hard guitar riffs with a
melodic chorus. Dupris isn’t afraid
to threaten her listeners with literal
and figurative sharp blades. Loaded
with feminist overtures, Dupris sings
in one of the catchiest melodies of
the album, “I’m not bossy / I’m the
boss / Shooter / Not the shot.” In another track, “Dot X” is teeming with
threats as she warns, “Never touch
my blade you fool / You’ll be cursed

90s grunge and abstract lyricism

to an R&B-inspired beat.

Not every song is laden with
contorted sound, however, “Swell
Content,” the shortest song off the
album, packs more melody and
pop-punk influences than anything
else we’ve seen from Speedy Ortiz so
far. “Mister Difficult” incorporates a
soft rock sound and electric synth as
Dupris sings of rejection and ruined
friendships. A poppier track, “The
Graduate” combines Dupris’ snarling
verbal call-outs with a smooth melody.
“I was the best at being second-place
but now I’m just the runner-up,” she

sings of a relationship gone wrong.
Similarly, “Zig” and “My Dead
Girl” read like any other folksy
acoustic ballad before Dupris enters
with her carefully-crafted lyricism
and electric guitar. “My Dead Girl”
is one of the more offbeat pieces on
Foil Deer. Dupris sings ofbuying a toy
outside of a dojo instead of threatening her enemies or calling out soured
relationships, marking the song as
one of the more whimsical and understated tracks off the album.
Each song contains conflicting
musical overtures —fluctuating

between soft, indie rock to hardline
industrial rock. Speedy Ortiz’s
uneven melodies and sinewy guitar
riffs are catchy enough to get stuck
in your head without forsaking
Dupris’ abstract lyricism and the
group’s characteristic instrumental
cacophony. With Dupris’ sharp
wordplay and verbal call-outs
predominating the album, Foil
Deer changes gears constantly and
undergoes several tonal shifts in
each song. What should come off
as overwrought or forced somehow
just works. ¦

JamesFarrell
Heights Staff

entrenched in a conscious revival of
retro influences, yet colored by the

PHOTO COURTESY OF CARPARK RECORDS

Alabama Shakes’ 2012 debut
album, Boys & Girls, was an exercise
in revamped nostalgia. The band
utilized the swampy guitar tones of
the ’6os alongside basic, yet exciting
rock formats and Brittany Howard’s
voluminousand soulful vocals. It was
a progressive rock and roll sound,

awaited second album, is almost the
opposite. It’s a decidedlyprogressive
album, filled with experiments and
bold directions, with just a touch of

production value, explosive builds,
and big sounds of the modern era.
Sound & Color, the band’s long-

the old-time sounds that once were
front and center. Beside the inclusion

of some new instruments (strings,
synthesizers, and swelling keyboard
patches) and the interestinglyfiltered
vocal takes, the band has kept the
Creedence Clearwater Revival-like
guitar tones, Howard’s soulful voice,
and a general rock sentiment. And
althoughthese latter elements may no
longer be the focus, the experimentation and ambition welcome exciting
new directions.

The heart and soul of Alabama
Shakes is still, and perhaps is even
more than ever, Brittany Howard.
Howard’s voice is confident and
commanding. She sounds more like
a band leader than a band member,
and takes many greatly appreciated
chances in her melodic approaches.
Of course, Howard was never shy on
Boys & Girls, but in new songs like
“The Greatest," she bendsthelimits of
basic tonality, using unexpectednote

choices to create unique melodies
that are both disorienting and joyful.
In the album’s title and opening track
“Sound & Color,” Howard’s voice is
used as a tool for sonic exploration.
It’s layered in tight harmonies over a
minimalistaccompaniment of drums
and xylophone-sounding bells. The
result is the most beautiful song on

the album—a
SOUND & COLOR
ALABAMA SHAKES
PRODUCED BY
ROUGH TRADE RECORDS
RELEASED
APR. 21, 2015
OUR RATING
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ALABAMA SHAKES
“Don’t Wanna Fight’’

experimentation

PASSENGER

?????

establish a deeper atmosphere. The
minimalistic “Gemini,” for instance,
features sparse drums and a repeated
bass line consisting of two short notes.
Yet, Howard’s voice is filled with echo
and filtered through some strange,
fear-inducing effect. It builds slowly,
adding sharp synthesizers, stretching
the sonic space that it sits within.
This album is not perfect. Sometimes it gets lost or overzealous in
its exploration, and the result is that
many of these songs feel like they
drag on for far too long. “Gemini,”
despite its exciting ambition, at six
minutes and 36 seconds, seemsmore
concerned with creating interesting
effects than building an effective
musical narrative, and somewhere
around four minutes, you’re left
wondering where you even are. As
a whole, the album can seem a little
cumbersome, and in many ways it
might be better thought of as a collection of 12 incredibly ambitious
and imaginative songs than a cohesive
musical collection. Yet the ambition
is more than appreciated, and more
importantly, more than successful.
Alabama Shakes has made a bold
statement that loosens without shedding the fetters of the old-time rock
sound that once anchored them so
tightly to the past. ¦

Sweeping shots of Big
Ben, the Eiffel Tower, and
other majestic monuments
are awe-inspiring aspects of
the video, while serene shots
of mountaintops and pedestrians strolling down quaint
Dublin streets pair well with
Passenger’s soothing vocals.
The video is a picture-perfect
montage of sites on the other
side of the pond.
Unfortunately, the video
often strays far from its intended artsy simplicity and
errs closer to an artificially
edited piece inundated with
instagram-inspired color
filters that are applied to
every scene. The lack of plot
combined with awkward
close-ups of Passenger’s face
make for a decidedly mediocre music video. Had the
video’s content extended
farther than footage of various women reading books
in scenic cities and frequent
shots of Passenger casually
climbing atop a parisian carousel, producers could have
created a more captivating
and intimate look into the
charm these European sites
offer residents and tourists
everyday.
Simply stated, the “Catch
In The Dark” video is like a
calming, four-minute-and-1second travel advertisement
that does little but evoke
feelings of adventure within
viewers. Despite omitting any
kind of a solid storyline and
evidently trying too hard to be
Tumblr, Passenger succeeds in
creating a sweet video of popular European hot spots. ¦

ByLIZ

?????

HOLMAN

SINGLE REVIEWS

true

of sound and color.
While the album is full of experimentation, it’s not a complete
departure from the musical status
quo. Alabama Shakes takes daring steps forward, not through the
complete deconstruction of musical
sense, but by taking a concerted
account of the sounds that their
instruments and voices make, and
layering them accordingly alongside
new and delightfully jarringtones that

“CATCH IN THE
DARK”

on tour.

Alabama Shakes, rattles, and rolls, but experiments too much

By

HANNAH MCLAUGHLIN

Featuring breathtaking
shots of some of Europe’s
most beautiful cities, Passenger’s “Catch In The Dark”
(coming off of his newest
album, Whispers ) attempts
to inspire wanderlust with a
poetic video that shows off
various venues he visits while

FOIL DEER
SPEEDY ORTIZ
PRODUCED BY
CARPARK RECORDS
RELEASED
APR. 21, 2015
OUR RATING

for a lifetime.”
“Puffer” itself could be a track off
a ’9os industrial rock record. Interspersed between heavy drumming
and a clamor of electric guitar and
cymbals, Dupris reels off abstract
lyricism and introspective emotions

MUSIC VIDEO

This song makes a stunning introduction
to Alabama Shakes’ new album, being
the first single off of the group’s Sound
and Color. This incredibly addictive and
catchy song speaks to and resonates
with Alabama Shake’s Memphis soul,
but is also made up of some extremely
unexpected twists.

SALTWATER SUN
“Habit On My Mind”

FINDLAY
“Wolfback”

?????

This is Saltwater Sun's first single. The band is
the second to emerge from new London-based
label Hand in Hive—and it’s impressive. Explosive
guitar and drums introduce the song, until some
stunning female vocals by Lisa Depuis join the
scene. The song culminates into a haunting
chorus that goes, “Lay it on the line / habit on
my mind as you’re creeping up my spine.”
...

?????
“Wolfback”

is dark amd ominous, but in

a lighthearted kind of way, as if Findlay
is coming to terms with something
from her past that she’s finally ready to
face and overcome. With a heavy beat
consisting of bass, piano, and synthetic
sounds, it’s hard not to get caught up in
this one.
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COMMUNITY
HELP WANTED
$$

SPERM DONORS WANTED

INTERESTED IN
PLACING A CLASSIFED
AD?

$$

Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
California Cryobank’s donor
program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERMBANK.com.

EMAIL

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

*

*-•
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Oldest college
grad.
LIVE LIFE
Pass It On.

Nola Ochs

I

95

FOR A BETTER LIFE”

leaped in Deals!
25% Off All Orders (j
AT

)

1/2 Price Appetizers

3-6pm everyday

10% Off All Orders
ALL DEALS:
•

Available on the

Not to be combined with any other offer

App Store

•

Must be purchased with looped in®

Download the Free App Today

ACROSS
1 Easter season:
Abbr.
4 62-Across coat
7 Interest fig.
10 Long, on
Molokai
11 Experience with
enthusiasm
13 Pi follower
14 “Out” crier
15 Chic “Bye”
16 Charged
particle
17 Detox place
19 Bridal
emanations
21 Reminiscent of
venison
22 Dweeb
23 Red state?
26 Easy gaits
29 Given a hand
30 Annabella of
“The Sopranos”
31 Chased (after)
32 Whirling
34 Farm feed
35 Computer that
once came in
“flavors”
37 Biscuit, maybe
38 Strokes a 62Across
39 Greek cheese
40 First name in
one-liners
41 Actress
Charlotte et al.
42 Fountain near
the Spanish
Steps
44 Buddy
45 ’acte
48 Flute part
50 Big enchilada
57 Babysitter’s
handful
58 New evidence
may lead to one
59 Fawn spawner
60 With 62-Across,
a hint to the
starts of this
puzzle’s four
longest Down
answers

By Jill Denny and Jeff

61 Slogan sites
62 See
60-Across
DOWN
1 Bit of
mudslinging
2 Fruit of ancient
Persia
3 Vatican Palace
painter
4 Pet rocks, e.g.
5 News agcy.
since 1958
6 Regret bitterly
7 Preceding
8 Numbskull
9 Bunches
11 Daedalus’
creation
12 Combativeness
18 Cremona
artisan
20 Red Square
honoree
23 Lacking
purpose
24 Juice extractor
25 Grab, as a line
drive
26 D.C. network

VISIT
BCHEIGHTS.COM
FOR UPDATED
NEWS EVERY
DAY OF THE
WEEK.
27 Like most
bawdy films
28 Lays down the
law
33 Fig. on 26Down
36 Gave in
38 Groom with
care
43 Unmoving
44 Hull stabilizers
bien!”
46

47 Big name in
IRAs
48 Rustle
49 “Take _!”
50 Aflame
51 Angst-filled genre
52 Killer Birds, e.g.
53 Calendar abbr.
54 Recipe
instruction
55 Soft murmur
56 Barrel at a bash

•itlNiait

Accelerated Summer College

Get Ahead

Get ahead in your college career in
our six-week, eight-credit innovative
instructional experience in Vermont.

18-June 26,2015
smcvt.edu/ asc 802.654.2721
May
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Frei paces Eagles to victory with five scoreless innings

By

Keaton McAuliffe

Heights Editor

Boston College softball continued its strong sixth inning
streak, shutting out the University ofConnecticut Huskies, 5-0.
This win improves the Eagle’s
record 21-19 for the season.
The women had a strong start
and a strong finish, with all five
runs coming in the first and last
innings. At the top of the first,
Jordan Chimento hit a sacrifice
fly to score Megan Cooley from
third. An errant throw to home
also sent Jessie Daulton racing to
the plate to give the Eagles a 2-0
lead over the Huskies.
After this fast lead, play

slowed down on both sides, with
no runs hitting the scoreboard
for the next five innings. It wasn’t
until the top of the sixth before
BC gained momentum once
again, nailing runs for three out
of five hits and keeping UConn
off the mark completely.
Daulton stepped up to bat
once again, this time sending a
single down center field to lead
Madison Paulson in for the third
run of the game, stretching BC’s
lead to 3-0.
On another single out to left
field, Annie Murphy cleared the
way for Cooley and Daulton to
run home and give the Eagles
their last two runs of the game to
make the final score 5-0.

The shutout was mainly attributed to the near-perfect
pitching game from Allyson
Frei, who threw five innings to
rack up eight strikeouts and
only allow one hit. Overall, she
improved her winning pitcher
record to 15-12.
The women will head down
to the bayou this weekend as
they look to continue their successes on the field against Louisville in one of their last major
series of the season. With their
past four games ending in wins,
the Eagles will not just bank on
the strength of their last inning,
but will seek to gather leads
from the first pitch to keep their
record victory-heavy. ¦

HALEY CORMIER / HEIGHTS STAFF

The Eagles won their fourth game in their last five, potentiallyturning around a season-long skid to last in the ACC.

BC scores seven runs in one inning, tops Rhode Island
By

Keaton McAuliffe

In the bottom of the sixth
inning with two outs already
secured for the University of
Rhode Island, Madison Paulson
stepped up to home plate and
readied her stance for the pitch.
She knew that she could not
strike out —she
could not get
caught, could not be stopped,
could not get out.
Though Boston College softball had a three-run lead, Paulson understood that a third out
on her part could give the Rams
a chance to catch up and maybe
even stage a comeback in the
final innings of the game.
Her best option at that moment, as the pitch approached
her bat, was to hit it out of the

park.
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Madison Paulson snags the ball at first to retire another runner from the 2-35 University of Rhode Island Rams.

BC softball ran a marathon

of its

Heights Editor

And so she did. Paulson
nailed the ball out to center
field for her first-ever career
home run. Not only did she send
herself around the diamond, but
brought Taylor Coroneos and
Allison Chase home with her to
bring the Eagles’ total to seven
runs and solidify the win.

own in a post-Marathon

Monday matchup against URI
(2-35), defeating its opponents
7-1 to increase its record to 2019 for this season.
The Eagles were in a deadlock
with the URI Rams for six scoreless innings—it wasn’t until their
own Mile 21 that they picked up
the pace with a full sprint to the
finish, gathering their seven runs
in just one inning.
URI broke the scoring stalemate between the two teams in
the top of the sixth, when Marylynn Muldowney hit a single to
right field that sent Megan Congro dashing for the plate.
She slid into home to get
the first run of the game on the
board for URI, a team that hasn’t
been able to hold many leads
this season.
The Eagles could not respond until the bottom of the
sixth. Jessie Daulton bunted and
reached on an error by the third
baseman.
The botched throw led Annie
Sommers and Megan Cooley
home to give the Eagles their
first lead, 2-1.

From there, BC just kept
gaining momentum to run away
with the game.
A few plays later, the Eagles
scored another two runs off a
liner from Tatiana Cortez that
flew down into the right field
corner.

While she raced to third,
Taylor Michalski and Chloe
Sharabba followed her lead into
home plate, stretching the score
to 4-1.
Soon after, Paulson slammed
her pitch over the center field
fence, sending Coroneos and
Chase around the bases with
her for three runs to seal the
Eagles’ win.
Pitcher Jessica Dreswick led
the game for BC, throwing seven
innings of one-run ball, with six
of those innings leading to no
runs at all.
This lowered her season ERA
to 2.92, giving her the team lead.
After surpassing the .500 mark,
the Eagles will look to further
their winning streak as they are
left to face only six more competitors in the regular season
before looking ahead to the ACC
Championship. ¦

Eagles claim first ACC series win over Yellow Jackets

By

Alex
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Staff

It was the first game of Boston
College softball’s three-game
series against Georgia Tech, and
the team was down 7-2 in the
top of the fourth inning. Georgia Tech’s Karly Fullem stepped
up to the plate and blasted the
pitch past the left field wall,
bringing home the two runners
on base and herself. The umpire
instated the mercy rule, and the
game ended 10-2 after just four
innings.
The Eagles found themselves
in a precarious situation against
a team they had swept just a year
prior, being beaten by mercy rule

with

two more games to go.
“We just put that first game in
the rearview mirror and pushed
forward,” head coach Ashley

Obrest said after the Eagles rebounded and won the final two
games. Learning from lessons
received in that first matchup
against Georgia Tech, the Eagles
won the next two, 1-0 and 5-2,
respectively.
Much of this came from a
pitching change. Obrest opted
for Allyson Frei to go in the
second game, and the freshman
pitched a complete shutout. With
nine total strikeouts, and just two
hits allowed, Frei lifted the Eagles
to victory while also completing
her 12th shutout of the season.
“She was back to her old self
that she was in the beginning of
the year,” Obrest said. “She had
really good command of all of her
pitches, was breaking the plane.
She kind of went out there and
threw like she was mad.”
BC’s single run came on an

infield single from Chloe Sharabba, who drove in freshman
Annie Murphy.
With the series tied 1-1, Frei
started again on the mound
for the Eagles in the finale. She
fought off runners in the first
inning, but it was the offense
that had an impressive initial
inning. Beginning with a solo
home run from Murphy, the
Eagles attacked Jackets pitcher
Kylie Kleinschmidt. Following
Murphy’s home run, Tatiana
Cortez recorded her sixth home
run of the season. Cortez brought
Chimento and Sharabba with her,
and BC rounded out the first inning with a 4-0 lead.
That was Cortez’s second
home run of the series—her first
came in the first game, and was
responsible for BC’s lone two
runs. Obrest commented on her
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ability to read good first pitches
and maintain good aggression at
the plate.
From there, the Eagles held a
lead. Georgia Tech made a pitching switch in the second inning,
bringing in Christina Biggerstaff,
but it was too late to keep Georgia Tech up.
Frei continued her pitching
dominance, she allowed two
runs and struck out 11. She improved her record to 14-12 on
the season.
Georgia Tech’s two runs came
from a sacrifice fly in the third
inning and a home run in the
seventh that just passed over left
fielder Annie Sommers’ glove.
BC’s fifth run came after
Taylor Coroneos was walked
with the bases loaded. With two
outs, Coroneos vision at the plate
scored Murphy. ¦
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Megan Cooley (6) corks and delivers a pitch deep into the outfield.
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Birdball put itself in the conversation
for an NCAA Tournament berth with a
sweep of Georgia Tech. Softball won its
first ACC series of the year, taking two of
three games from the Yellow Jackets. BC
dominated New Hampshire lacrosse in a
20-9 rout. Lelisa Desisa of Ethopia won
the 2015 Boston Marathon, his second
victory in three years.
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Boston vs. Syracuse
College
-

Guest Editor:
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The Boston College lacrosse team will begin its
path to an ACC title against Syracuse in Charlot-
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tesville, Va. BC boasts the sixth-best offense in
the country, scoring 14.56 goals per game this
season. Senior Covie Stanwick leads the Eagles
with 66 points through just 16 games. Syracuse
junior Kayla Treanor is the Orange’s biggest
threat on offense with 45 goals. BC topped the
Orange, 10-9, earlier this season in upstate New
York, handing then-No.2 Syracuse its first loss
of the season. That win marked BC’s first-ever
victory over ‘Cuse in women’s lacrosse.

"I am Magdalen. Hear me
roar."
MICHAEL SULLIVAN

This Week's Games
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Lacrosse: No. 3 BC vs. No. 6 Syracuse
Baseball: BC at North Carolina
Softball: BC at Louisville

Subway Series: New York Mets vs. New York Yankees
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Joe Cronin’s home run led way in BC win over UMass
8

From Beanpot, B

Monster looms in Fenway’s outfield,
aiming on this day to gobble fly balls
from bright-eyed baseball hopefuls.
Fortunately for Cronin, he hit Geannelis’ fastball on the sweet spot of the bat
and, with some help from powerful gusts
of wind, the ball clanked the empty seats.
With that swing, BC’s bench exploded
in cheers.
“It’s great to finally catch up to some
fastballs,” Cronin said. “[Outfielder]
Chris [Shaw] told me, obviously, as he
always does every at bat, to hit one over
the wall. That was the most excited I’ve
seen them.”
And Cronin wasn’t done smacking
balls toward left. He also clanged a double
off the Monster in the second, two or
three feet awayfrom a second home run,
as well as a loud line drive in the seventh
just a few inches shy of fair territory.
“He might have hit the second one
harder,” BC head coach Mike Gambino
said. “It was just on a line and ran into

the wall.”
Cronin’s huge offensive game may
help him get back into a groove this
season. The junior had a batting average
of .229 entering today’s game—secondlowest among team starters —and has
only hit three home runs in his career.
Yet his teammates aren’t surprised by his
burst of power.
“Where he hit it was just incredible,”
said starting pitcher Nick Poore, who
tossed four innings while allowing two
doubles and four strikeouts. “Joe’s got
some power.”
Outside of Cronin, Gambino did not
like what he saw from his offense. The
Eagles struggled with situational hitting,
failing to get down bunts in critical spots,
leaving eight runners on base, and striking out nine times.
“We won the ballgame, we won a
Beanpot, and I’m excited and that’s awesome, but I’m not happy with what we
did offensively today,” Gambino said.
Regardless, the Beanpot victory extends the team’s win streak to six games.

Many on the team believe this gives the
Eagles momentum as they head into a
crucial three-game weekend series in
Chapel Hill, N.C. against ACC opponent
North Carolina. In addition, it gives this
class of BC players their first Beanpot
victory.
“To say [after this game] that you’re
one of the best Northeastern teams, it
just reasserts our dominance,” said left
fielder Logan Hoggarth, who had two
hits and a walk in the win.
The team will share the memories of
taking home a Beanpot title in a game at
Fenway. But for Cronin, a New England
kid who grew up rooting for the Red
Sox, it was a dream situation: hitting a
game-winning RBI over the world’s most
famous outfield fence to help BC win a
championship and defeat its biggest rivals. “I never thought I’d hit a home run
over the Green Monster,” Cronin said.
“It’s something that I’ll have forever.”
When you add in those factors, that
home run might be tough for him to

beat.” ¦
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The Eagles’ pitching staff dominated again, as Nick Poore (29), Eric Stone, Geoffrey Murphy, John Nicklas, and Justin Dunn combined for the shutout. But no one stole the show on Wednesday night quite like Joe Cronin (4).

Surprise, surprise:
8

From Birdball, B

Overall, BC is primarily a hockey and

football school,

not a

baseball one—an-

other factor that could draw a talented
high schooler to a certain program.
Since 1963, just six BC alumni have
made it to the Majors. The Eagles have
made only six appearances in the College World Series, the last one coming
in 1967. The only time since then the
team has made the NCAA Tournament
was in 2009.
In short, no one would be surprised
if BC baseball eternally dwelled in sub.soo land. Despite all that’s against them,
Birdball refuses to accept that message.
The team sits at 22-18 overall, and
9-11 in conference play. True, these
aren’t remarkable records, and BC still
occupies the second-to-last spot in the
Atlantic Division of the ACC. But, six
of those conference losses were to No.
22 Florida State and No. 13 Louisville,
who currently sit at No. 12 and No. 4,
respectively. Three more non-conference losses came against No. 2 Louisiana State University—a
team that is now
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baseball is readyBC
for a tournament berth

ranked top in the nation.
Whenever a team defies expectations, people tend to turn toward the
manager, like with Art Howe in the A’s
logic-defying 2002 run. In this case,
that’s a great place to start looking.
Gambino was a solid player during his
time at BC from 1997-2000. But he was
never destined to become a big-leaguer,
hitting just .235 in two seasons for the
Red Sox’ Single-A affiliates. Fortunately
for BC, he didn’t pan out as a player.
Instead, he gave a much-needed boost
to the Virginia Tech baseball program as
a recruiting coordinator. In four years,
MLB teams drafted 15 VT players,
compared to 13 in the previous 10 years.
And then he brought his recruiting
talents to the Heights.
As the head coach for BC, Gambino
didn’t try to go for a quick-fix, preferring
to play his own recruits. He started five
of his freshmen in an ugly 12-40 season
in 2013, including two outfielders who
ended the year below the Mendoza line.
One, Logan Hoggarth, leads the team
with a .373 average in ACC play this
year. The second was Chris Shaw.

BC
UNH
GT
BC

20
7

Shaw, who was easily BC’s best hitters and also one of the best hitters in

the ACC this season, suffered a hand
injury against Wake Forest a couple
weeks ago, and it is unknown whether
he will recover from surgery in time to
play another game for the Eagles this
season. And yet, even in the absence of
Shaw and steady starter Jeff Burke, who
is done for the year with an ACL injury,
the Eagles have continued to heat up.
They are fresh off a three-game
sweep of No. 29 Georgia Tech last
weekend and their first Beanpot Tournament victory since 2011 last night.
While BC’s pitching has struggled in
the past, it has truly stepped up of late.
The staff allowed just one run in all
four games, which included a complete-game, one-hitter from Mike King
on Friday afternoon and 6 2/3 perfect
innings from Jesse Adams to start
Sunday’s game.
While you can give credit Gambino for recruiting King and Adams,
perhaps the most significant factor
was a slightly different line of recruiting—that offormer Rhode Island

STANWICK 6 G 2 A GT
HINKLE 2 G 1 A BC

0 BIGGERSTAFF 6 IP 11 K
1
FREI CG 2 H 3 BB 9 K

GT
BC

1
6

head coach Jim Foster, who joined
the Eagles’ staff as the associate head
coach and pitching coach last summer. Gambino and others have praised
Foster since the beginning of the
season for his work with pitchers and
catchers, and he already seems to have
made significant strides to develop a
rather weak BC staff into legitimate
ACC contenders.
“Coach Foster came in as my own,”
starting catcher Nick Sciortino. said.
“He worked with me, Stephen Sauter,
and Murph [Geoffrey Murphy] catching, just trying to develop a relationship with the pitchers Hammering
those little details of throwing first
pitch strikes, where to throw the 2-0,
it’s not just throwing it it’s pitching.”
Not only did the Eagles sweep a
ranked team and knock them out of
the Top 30, but they did it with relative
ease. Georgia Tech seemed baffled and
overwhelmed all weekend, affected
by not just three quality pitchers but
also the man behind the plate. Sciortino is becoming a bigger and bigger
nightmare for base runners this year,
...

gunning down attempted stealers and
attempting pick-offs from behind the
plate at will. In the opener against GT,
“Scors” threw out two runners and
picked off a third, supporting King on
the way to his dominant performance.
Of course, there is little doubt that
Shaw is missed in the BC lineup. Who
wouldn’t miss a guy hitting .339, with
11 homers and an OPS that is scraping the skies? But, the Eagles finally
have the depth they have been lacking
in previous years to weather such a
loss. Including Shaw, BC has eight
players hitting above .250 this season,
compared to just three last year. That
kind of depth allows Gambino to play
around with his DH slot by substituting in hot bat and pinch-hitting
Of all the factors the Eagles have,
the least physically obvious is former
BC ballplayer Pete Frates. Like the
2013 Red Sox had with the Marathon
Bombing, the Eagles have had a purpose to play for that extends beyond
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but it’s one

JOHNSON 1 RBI
GORMAN 7IPIER 8 K

GT
BC

0
GOLD 6.1 IP 8 H 3 ER
4 ADAMS 7 IP 1 H 0 ER 7 K

BC
5
CONN 0

FREI 5 IP 0 ER 8 K
GARDEA 1 H

2 KLEINSCHMIDT 1 IP 4 ER
5
CORTEZ 1 HR 3 RBI

URI
BC

1
7

MASS 0
BC
2

PICARD 1 H
CRONIN 1 HR 1 RBI

CONGRO 1 H 1 RBI
PAULSON 1 HR 3 RBI
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The Price
is wrong

Tom

DeVoto

Cincinnati Reds manager Bryan Price

was angry.
It wasn’t at the fact that his team had lost
seven of its past eight games, all of which
came against National League Central foes.

BALLS TO THE WALL
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Cronin wins game for BC Birdball just won’t quit
BOSTON—Tom

Cheek leaned close

to the microphone. Bottom of the ninth,
two runners on, the Toronto Blue Jays
down 6-5 to the Philadelphia Phillies,

leading three games to two in the 1993
World Series, and Joe Carter stepped
to the plate—a dream situation for both
the batter and the announcer.
Carter delivered with one swing,
sneaking a three-run home run into the
left field corner of the Skydome, giving
the Jays their second championship in
as many years.

As the slugger rounded the bases,
leaping up in excitement, Cheek burst
out in joy. “Touch 'em all, Joe!” Cheek
screamed for television sets across
North America to hear and remember
for generations. “You’ll never hit a big-

INSIDE SPORTS
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ger home run in your life!”
It’s too early in the baseball career of
Boston College’s own Joe—first baseman Joe Cronin—to
know if his home
run on Wednesday will be the biggest
in his life. But this wasn’t your average
home run.
This was the game-winning run
for the Eagles (22-18, 9-11 ACC) in a
2-0 victory over the University of Massachusetts (11-16, 7-8 A-10) to clinch
BC’s 11th Beanpot Championship in
the country’s most famous stadium: the
Boston Red Sox’ Fenway Park.
In the bottom of the first inning,
Cronin lofted a pitch from pitcher Mike
Geannelis into deep left-center. Although it would have been a gimme shot
at any other park, Sox fans like Cronin
know that the 37-foot tall Green

See Cronin, B
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Recruiting is hard. It’s challenging
enough to figure out what individual 18year-old kids want (without committing
any NCAA violations), but imagine that
the pitch you’re forced to use has the
relative weakest contents of all your opponents. Even if you try to get creative,
it’s still a daunting task.
Recruiting is hard. It’s challenging
enough to figure out what individual 18year-old kids want (without committing
any NCAA violations), but imagine that

Softball moves above .500 with four wins

The Eagles won their first ACC series by taking two out of three games
B
against Georgia Tech, followed by a routs of URI and UConn
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the pitch you’re forced to use has the
relative weakest contents of all your opponents. Even if you try to get creative,
it’s still a daunting task.
Boston College baseball head coach
Mike Gambino doesn’t have to imagine. He is now nearing the end of his
fifth year at the helm for the Eagles, the
northernmost team in the ACC. BC’s
grassy baseball home, Shea Field, has
not changed much since it was first used
in April 1961. Since it doesn’t have turf,
BC cannot play any home games until
the snow is gone and the ground is dry
(so April, which wouldn’t be a terrible
problem, except the season starts in
February). Unlike all 13 other schools
with baseball in the ACC, it does not
play host to any ESPN3 feeds or other
live streaming service.

See Birdball, B
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Tom DeVoto is the Asst. Sports
Editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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Itwasn’t that the St. Louis Cardinals held
the Reds to just four runs in three games in
a resounding series sweep. Itwasn’t that the
Reds have already blown a league-leading
four saves this month.
Bryan Price was angry at Cincinnati Enquirer beat reporter C. Trent Rosencrans for
(accurately) reporting that All-Star catcher
Devin Mesoraco was not with the team for
the series in St. Louis.
Price went ballistic on Rosencrans and
the media at large, launching into a profanitylaced rant that included 77 uses of the f-word
in just over sixminutes of dialogue. Price
fumed at the fact thathe would give away the
team’s secrets, as ifRosencrans—who does
not work for theReds—owed anything to the
team that he covers.
“To make it very clear, I don’t like the
way that this s—t is going—at all,” Price said
before Monday’s game against the Milwaukee
Brewers. “I don’t like it. I don’t think you guys
need to know everything. And I certainly
don’t think you need to see something and
tweet it out thereand make it a f— king world
event.”
In essence, Price was mad at the media
for finding out too much information about
his team and making it public knowledge. He
doesn’t think thatit’s Rosencrans’ job to dig
up every minor detailabout the Cincinnati
ballclub.
He couldn’t be more wrong—that is
exactly the media’s job.
Price’s freak-out was not an isolated
incident, either. Following a 2-1 loss in the
NHL Playoffs on Monday night, Pittsburgh
Penguins general manager Jim Rutherford
snappedat Pittsburgh Trib Live columnist
Rob Rossi for having opinions critical of
the team’s management. While Rossi’s role
is slightly different than Rosencrans) both
episodes are representative of the fact that
teams incorrectly expected “sunshine and
rainbows” news, even when the organizations
were struggling mightily.
These days, more and more professional
sports teams employ beat reporters to write
content for their own media platforms.
Frankly, it’s in their best interest.
While this might work best for the organization, it has created an expectation of cooperation between the reporter and the team,
even when there should not be one. There
obviously needs to be some level of cordiality
between the two parties, but beat reporters
owe nothing to the teams they cover.
Last week, Sports Illustrated published a
piece asking a number of sports media personalities what changes they would make to
the industry if they had the power to do so.
Mike Florio, a football insider for NBC
Sports, said he would immediately ban
teams or leagues from hiring reporters,
because it creates “an inherent conflict of interest for those covering the leagues and/or
teams that employ them.” Sports journalists
do not work for the organizations they write
about—they write for fans that otherwise
could not obtain the information. In the end,
dumbing down the content of the article
hurts both the reader and the writer.
Rosencrans should not be criticized for
doing his job, and doing it well. The mark
of a good sports journalistis one who can
dig for stories without receiving them from
spoon-fed press releases. Just as teams
shouldn’t expect anything from reporters,
the opposite is true as well.
Sports teams and the media need to
keep a friendly but distant relationship. Reporters should be amicable with players and
coaches, but not best friends. Price is looking for Cincinnati’s media to cooperate with
him in managing the team, but they have an
obligation to the fans to report significant
news in a timely fashion.
Price’s rant is reprehensiblenot for the
language, but mostly for his message. His attempt to intimidate the media into working
in cahoots with him is misguided, unethical,
and wrong.
It just goes to show that the Price ain’t
always right.

